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To Select New State Police Commissioner

Lassiter Named To Committee

HOSPICE DONATION — Dr. Alice Koenecke, center, presents a $500
check for hospice education to Dr. Ruth Cole, director of the MurrayCalloway County Hospice. The $500 donation was from the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Kathy Hodge, Murray-Calloway County Hospital pubiic relations director, right, witnesses the presentation. The
hospice is a centrally administered program of support services which will
girbvide'pKysical, psychological, social, and spiritual care for terminally ill
persons and their families. The Delta donation will be used for education
and training of volunteer and professional workers who will assist in the
operation of the hospice. As a part of this education program, Eleanor
Doherty, executive director of Hospice of Louisville Inc., will speak on
hospice at .in open meeting at the Murray Woman's Club House at 10 a.m.
to I 2:30 p.m. on Iriday,Nov. 21 The public is invited to attend.

Children's Company
Meeting Announced
Community Theatre director Richard
Valentine announced plans today for
the first meeting of The Children's
.Company, an,after-school program of
theatre games and workshops designed
for young people in the first through
'eighth grades.
Any school-age child interested in attending the sessions on a regular basis
is welcome to attend Monday's
organizational meeting at 3:30.p.m. at
the _old freight .depot in the Murraycairn-way-county Park.
Al the hour-long meeting, schedules
will be handed out and explained, other
outsAe programs planned, and future
"Children's Company" productions will . be discussed,according to Valentine.
"Tne Company will be divided into
two groups that meet twice each month.

While one group is involved in a 45minute workshop, the other group will
enjoy theatre motivation games and
refreshments," Valentine added. "We
will meet the second Monday and fourth
Tuesday of each month for 90 minutes
or from 3:30 until 5 p.m."
Valentine will conduct the workshop
sessions with an aide while a volunteer
and another aide direct other activities.
Guest artists and lecturers are scheduled for make-up lessons, introduction to
dance, voice characterization and
dialect, as well as lighting, costuming
and other technical aspects of theatre.
This is something we have wanted to
start for a long time," Valentine said.
"Now we invite children who are
especially eager about discovering
theatre to become involved in The
Children's Company."

Iran Pleads For Help To
Gain Release Of Minister
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Iran
pleaded for international help in gaining the release from Iraq of its captured
oil minister, who Tehran claims has
been Whited and is near death. Intense
fighting was reported in Iran's besieged
oil refining center of Abadan.
In -Baghdad, the Iraqi press reported
Friday that doctors were fighting to
save the life of Iranian Oil Minister

State Librarian
To Be Iii Murray
Jim Nelson, newly appointed state
librarian and chief executive officer of
the Kentucky Department of Library
and Archives, will be in Murray Nov. 10
to give the dedicatory address for the
new facility, the Library Arts Annex,at
the annual Friends of the Library
meeting.
The program will begin at 7 p.m., in
the Annex. Nelson
most recently held
the position of
assistant professor
of library science
at the University of
Wisconsin
and
formerly was on
the staff of the
•
University of Kentucky. At WisconNelson
sin, he had a joint appointment with UW
Extension where he directed a
statewide continuing education program for librarians. At the University
of. isconsin-Madison, he taught a
course in public administration.
He was president of the Continuing
• Library Education Network and Exchange and serves on the ERA Task
Force of the American I.ibrary
Association. He has chaired many
state, regional and national library
icorrunittees. As state librarian. Nelson
directs library.development efforts by
• the agency and oversees the records
management and archival functions for
State government. The public is cordially invited to attend.

Mohammad Jawad Baguir Tonguyan,
30, who suffered a "massive hemorrhage caused by serious wounds" when
he was captured with his aides nine
days ago near Abadan, the center of
fighting for days.
The Iraqi reports came as a surprise
because European TV film of Tonguyan
in captivity Monday showed he was
uninjured.
The Iranian Foreign Ministry issued
a statement, broadcast on Tehran
radio, saying Tonguyan had been tortured by his Iraqis captors to the point
"that his life is in danger." It called for
international intervention to win his
release.
Meanwhile, Algeria requested
through diplomatic channels that the
Iranian official be placed in Algerian
custody, a Beirut television station
reported. It gave no other details.
Iraq had no comment on Iran's torture claim nor on the reported request
from Algeria, which has generally supported Iran in the 48-day-old war. Iraq
has said Tonguyan is a prisoner of war
and that Iran's demands for his release
sounded strange from a country holding
52 Americans hostage for more than a
year.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Circuit Court
Judge James Lassiter, Murray, a
former state senator and 'commonwealth's attorney was one of seven
appointed to form a comrnittee.to help
select a Kentucky State Police commissioner to succeed Ken Brandenburgh,
who resigned from the post last month
under pressure.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. announced
the formation of the committee Friday,
and said it is hoped the selection process will "instill pubhc confidence" in
the new commissioner.
Brandenburgh resigned at Brown's
request as a result of an investigation
into the case of Clyde Daniel Graham,a
suspect in the shooting death of Trooper
Eddie Harris.
Graham was shot and killed by

EUREKA, Calif. ( AP) — A major
earthquake measuring 7.0 on the
Richter scale jolted a 500-mile stretch
of the Pacific Coast early today, collapsing a highway overpass, causing
widespread damage and injuring at
least nine people, officials said.
It was the most powerful earthquake
in the 48 contiguous United-States-since
the Oct. 15, 1979, tremor near El Centro,
Calif., that injured 91 people, according
to Don Finlay of the U.S. Geological
Survey in Golden, Colo. .
Nine people were injured when the
southbound lanes of an overpass on U.S.
101 south of Eureka collapsed, said
California Highway Patrol Dispatcher
Linda Williams. She said two cars were
on the span when it fell, and some people were pinned in their vehicles for a
time. The nine people were taken to
hospitals. The extent of their injuries
was not known.
Power was knocked out across a wide area and gas and water mains were
ruptured authorities said.
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NEW YORK AP) — The landslide
election of Ronald Reagan and gains for
Republicans in Congress cheered many
businessmen who are hoping for a more
conservative bent to policy.
"It's a terrific result," Citibank
Chairman Walter Wriston said of
Reagan's victory over President
Carter. "I have very little doubt that
this is a mandate from the people of the
United States to try something different."
"We are extremely pleased to see
fiscally conservative people coming into the White House and into Congress,"
said Merrill Butler, president of the National Association of Home Builders.
"People want (economic) growth.
They want America to be strong,"
Butler said.
But even the most hopeful don't look
for any quick cures to persistent
economic problems.
That was underscored by reports this
past week showing inflation, interest
rates and unemployment all rising.
When Reagan takes office in
January, the economy he inherits will
be far from healthy, most economists
agree. Furthermore since the federal
fiscal year started on Oct. 1, there is
relatively little a new administration
can do about the budget for months to
come.
Reagan's victory "is not going to
make any (short-term) difference"
economically, said Lawrence
Chimerine, who heads Chase
Econometrics
in
suburban
Philadelphia.
"Inflation, particularly on the food
and energy front, is not solved overnight. We'll have a lot of inflation and a
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There were no other irrunediate
reports of injuries from the quake,
which struck at 2:38 a.m. PST. Eureka
is a city of about 24,000 on the Pacific
Coast about 220 miles north of San
Francisco.
•
"I was sleeping on a water bed. I
thought I would fall 'overboard. I've
been through a lot of earthquakes but
this is the strongest that, has hit me,"
said Eureka Sgt. Charles Taylor.
The tremor was felt as far away as
San Francisco to the south and Salem,
Ore., 250 miles to the north, according
to A.R. Adams,of the University of
Washington at Seattle.
The USGC's National Earthquake Information Center in Colorado first.
reported the quake measured 6.8 on the
Richter scale, but later upgraded it to
7.0 on the basis of later readings, Finlay
said.
The center said the quake was
centered just off the coast 30 milesnorth of Eureka.
An earthquake of magnitude 6 on the
Richter scale can cause severe damage

Businessmen Pleased
At Result Of Election

Murray High and Calloway County High each suffered defeats Friday
night in prep Netball action. For complete details on both contests,see today's sports section.

One Section-12Pages

the conunittee members and said the
panel will have "wide latitude," in considering prospective commissioners.
There are a number of "highly
'qualified" people within the state police
organization who want to be, and will
be, considered for the post, Welch said.
But he declined to say whether he
would prefer hiring someone from
within the state, saying he did not want
the influence the committee's work.
Along with Lassiter, those named to
the panel were:
—James E. "Ted" Bas.sett III, Midway, president of the Keeneland
Association and a former state police
director;
—Dr. Wayne Dehoney, Louisville,
pastor of the Walnut Street Baptist
Church;

—Janie Douglass, Harlan, a member
of the Appalachian Development Council and the Governor's Flood Control
Advisory Commission;
--Thomas Lewis, Lexington; dean of
the University of Kentucky Law
School;
—John O'Hara, Covington, an attorney and former president of tbe Kentucky Bar Association;
—William Smith, Lexington, director
of the Second Street YMCA and a
member of Lexington's Housing
Authority Board.
Welch said there is no deadline for the
appointment of a new commissioner.
Between 25 and 30 applications have
been received, Welch said, but he added
that the committee's search would not
be limited to those seeking the,job.

Quake Jolts 500-Mile Stretch Along Coast

inside today
today's index

another state police officer last
December in an Effingham, Ill., motel.
Brandenburgh issued a report last spring clearing state police of any wrongdoing in the Graham investigation-. •
After Brandenburgh's resignation
was announced, Brown said he had
learned the former c.ommissioner had
been in the area of' a controversial
manhunt by state police the night Harris was killed.
Members of Graham's family claim
they were beaten by police during a
raid that night.
Regarding the state's efforts to hire a
new commissioner, Brown said Friday
that the position requires "a leader of
people, probably more so than any
other area of state government."
Justice Secretary Neil Welch chose

Mostly sunny windy and a little
cooler Sunday. High 70 to 75.
Winds becoming gusty, northwesterly 15 to 25 mph on Sunday.
Extended Forecast
Chance of a few showers TuesLow::
.day otherwise fair and
in tise, 30s, Highs in the 40s and
50s.

weak economy for a while," he
predicts.
At Evans Economics in Washington,
Michael Evans suggests,"the most immediate impact of the Republican victory will be the decreased amount of
regulation which the private sector will
face."

in a Populated area. An earthquake of
magnitude 7 can cause widespread,
heavy damage. Sgt. Taylor said there were a number
of stores damaged, with broken glass
and merchandise.
"I was at home in bed. It (the earthquake) made me sit up, but I had trouble staying up. It was the worst earthquake I've ever felt," said Humboldt
County Deputy Sheriff Jack Taylor.

Taylor said his office was receiving
calls of widespread property damage,
mostly broken glass, broken water and
gas mains.
Electricity was out in a wide area,the
deputy said.
"It lasted longer than the.norrnal earthcivakes," said Edity Penton of Burlingame, located 200 miles south near
San Francisco. "Now (just can't get to
sleep."

Rotary Club Appeals For
Entrants To Christmas Parade
The Murray Rotary Club Christmas Parade, scheduled Saturday, Dec. 6",
is appealing for entrants according to parade chairman David Graham.
Graham said the parade will contain divisions for bands and floats and
that the floats division will offer first, second and third place trophies in the
non-school section. Cash prizes of $100, $75 and $50 will be awarded in the
school division.
horsemen, drivers of antique automobiles and ottirs are invited to participate in the parade,Graham said.
The parade will form on North 10th Street, proceed east on Main Street and
will pass the judges' stand between Eighth and Ninth streets, ending at the
Tappan parking lot.
Graham asked that all who plan to participate in the parade complete the
entry form below and send it to him at Scott Drugs,Chestnut Street.
Name of Organization
Contact Person
Address

Telephone

Description of Entry

Antics By San Diego Chicken
To Help Launch Hoop Season
Sportsdom's famous San Diego
Chicken will be in Murray Saturday,
Nov. 22, to help the Murray, State
University Racers launch their 1980-81
basketball season.
The Racers,co-champions of the Ohio
Valley Conference and quarter-final
contender in the National Intercollegiate Tournament last season, will
be playing the England Nationalists in
a pre-season contest at 8:05 p.m.
"Everyone must have a ticket, including Murray State students," said
Jimmy Wilder, the university's athletic
promotions manager.
Ticket prices, Wilder said, are $5
each for chair seats, $4 for reserved
bleacher seats and general admission
$3.
The game will climax a full day of
athletics at the university, including the
Murray-Western Kentucky football
game at Roy Stewart Stadium at 1:30
p.m. and a Murray women's basketball
game with the University of Tennessee
at Martin at 6 p.m. in the Arena.
Portrayed by Ted Giannoulas, a
former west coast radio personality,
the San Diego Chicken was created
seven years ago as a promotional vehicle. After escaping a legal hassle with
his former bosses, the costumed Giannoulas now performs on his own and
earns a six-figure annual salary believed to approach $1 million.
His ability to amuse fans keeps him in
demand, and the athletes don't seem to
mind his antics.
"Reggie Smith of the Dodgers came
to me and started playing catch," GianKailas said. "Another time, Don Sutton
asked me to play a trick on Steve
Yeager."
:While
Yeager was in the dopgout, I
put on all of his catching gear and
warmed Sutton up. Yeager thought he
had lost his job."
When the major league baseball
players threatened to strike in May,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The San Diego Chicken
Giannoulas booked himself into minor
league parks. In Charleston. W. Va.,
this year, he easily outdrew the com-

bination of Mickey Mantle, Whitey
Ford, Eddie Matthews and West
Virginia Gov. Jay Rockefeller.
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Coming Community Happenings Are Announced

Your Individual
Horoscope
Franies Drake
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FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 9, 1980

Sunday, Nov.9
Youth Fellowship of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
5 p.m. at the church with Debbie Hoffman as speaker.

Saturday,Nov.8
'Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Robert 0. Miller with
Dr. Edwin Strohecker as
speaker.

What kind of day will tomor- self-indulgence, you should
row be? To find out what the have a wonderful time with
stars say, read the forecast close ties. Seek them out.
Youth of First Presbyterian
gli.en for your birth Sign.
CANCER
Church will meet at 5 p.m. at
(June 21 toJuly 22) 00
Alcoholics Anonymous and the church.
You're work-oriented now
AIRES
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
Mar 21 to Apr. 191 4r411
4 and may make necessary the west end of the West KenYouth Fellowship of the
Travel and distant interests reiSirs around the house. In- tucky Livestock and Exposi- First Baptist Church will be at
watch
health
are favorably accented. Day . vite others, but
8 p.m. at the home of Charles
tion Center.
emphasizes ties of affection. and diet.
and Carol Beaman, 1506
You can resolve minor LEO
A.
Murray Christmas Arts and Johnson.
tkfuly23toAug.n
disputes.
Crafts Festival will be from 9
Hobbies and local visits a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Jaycee
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
TAURUS
•
enjoyable.
GadI- Apr. 20 to May 20)
should prove
Building at the Fairgrounds. Paschall will be hopored at an
is
loved
one
about
with
a
Capitalize on sales in your ding
There is no admission charge open house at their home on
neighborhood. You may pick another happy possibility. En- and the public is invited to Route 2, Puryear, Tenn.,from
togetherness
now.
up a splendid item or even joy
, view the exhibits by 33 persons 12 noon to 5 p.m. in celebration
Dear. of a Job offer to your
VIRGO
of their 50th wedding anniveror groups.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
sary. ,
family
ties
with
Relations
GEMINI
Bazaar and bake sale by the
Second day of Murray
are cordial. Shopping exMay 21 to June 20
Except for a tendency to peclititions are favored, but Bethel United Methodist Christmas Arts and Crafts
Church Women will be frm 8 Festival will be from 1 to 5
enjoy comforts of home,too.
a.m.to 5 p.m. at the American p.m. at the Jaycee Building at
LIBRA
Burgain Matinees —
Lekion Hall, South Sixth and the Fairgrounds. There is no
(Sept.23 to Oct.22) —
Sat. 11 Sun. 244 —
You're capable of handling Maple Streets.
admission charge and the
-more than one thing now.
public is urged to attend to
Ci# 1II
Country Kitchen Craft and view the 33 exhibits of special
Communications are positiveA8 Seats;LSO
ly activated. Happy- newS Bake Sale will be held from 9 items.
makes:for a good disposition.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the First
Events in Land Between the
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
SCORPIO
Lakes will include What About
Main Streets.
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
The Songbirds? at 2 p.m. and
A tip re a bargain may not
Events in ',kind Between the
Feeding and Sheltering
be exactly what you had in
Lakes:will include Managing
Winter Birds from Ito 4 p.m.,
mind. Still you'll find
something to your liking. Land For Wildlife at 2 p.m., both at Center Station.
Dollars
For
Wildlife
at
3
p.m.,
Romance accented.
and Moonlight Discovery
Mr. and Mrs. Lynear
SAGITTARIUS
Cannel Ch • 753-3314
eiraiii4). Walk at 6:30 p.m., all at Carter,' Murray Route 6, will
(NOV. 22 to Dec. 21) )
Thru Thurs.
An active day finds you Center Station._
be honored at a reception in
Murray Squar-A-Naders celebration of their 50th wedvisiting old friends and •tnak54, Nut .Nutt
ing new ones. A get-together will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m. ding anniverary from 2 to 4
nit ti 5.%
finds you in the mood for at the Woodmen of the World • p.m. at the Fellowship Hall of
romance.
Hall with Tom Roper as the Elm Grove Baptist Chur0 -'ti ill.
P1 N.I1WIN
CAPRICORN
caller.
ch. The couple requests that
V
to
Jan.
19)
( Dec.22
guests not bring gifts.
on
your
interests
are
Career
Calloway Chapter of Full
Youth Group of St. Leo's
mind. Do the research that Gospel Business Men's
will lead to progress. Being Fellowship International will Catholic Church will meet at
•' 'Sit,Nun
well-prepared gives you the meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Col- the Parish Center at 5 p.m.
jump on the competition.
s Smorgasbord.
odial House'
AQUARIUS
Newman Club of St. Leo's
This is Open to the public with
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -`""
meal at 6:30 and program at Catholic Church will meet at
Travel-leads to romantic in6:30 p.m. in the Parish Center.
7:30 p.m.
troductions an,d good time. Attending a movie or cultural
Third night of "Woyzeck"
Monday,Nov. 10
event with friends shoqd be
will be presented at 8 p.m. at
Dedication of the new
Thru Thurs.
on your agenda.
the Murray State University Library Arts Annex of
- 2 00 Sat . Sun
PISCES
Theatre with admission being, Calloway Public Library will
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20.1
Watch expenses if traveling. $3 for -adults, $1.50 for be at 7 p.m. at 712 Main Street,
Murray.
Mixing business with pleasure children, or by season ticket.
now leads to opportunity. HapMusical Group of Young
Coffee by Murray State
py decisions possible on
Adults of Paducah Church of University Women's Society
assets.
YOU BORN TODAY are the Nazarene will present will be from 2 to 3:30 p.m. at
naturally interested in world "Rise Again" at the Murray 'the home of Barbara
Ends Thurs
• problems and may be found in Church of the Nazarene at 7 Malinauskas, 1600 Keenland,
1 Week Only
politics or public service. p.m.
with Molly Booth as cohostess.
You're also artistically inclin-.
ed-and may •-be attracted to-- --Horse Show, sponsored-by- ---ReServ.ations for the ladies
painting, acting, and writing. New Providence Riding Club, day luncheon on
Wednesday at
publishing, will start at 4:30 p.m. at the
Psychology,
the Murray Country Club
education, medicine, social West Kentucky Livestock and
should be made by noon today
work, religion and law are Exposition Center.
with Mirgaret Shuffett, chairother possible vocations for
man.
you. Your love of mankind
Lute Shows Tonite
Social and autograph occashould be reflected in the work
Murray Art Guild will be
that you choose. Though you sion to meet Dorothy and Ker- open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Cheri 2 -- 77:75
dislike taking orders, your by Jennings, authors of The
greatest success comes with Story of Calloway County,
Chili and hot dog supper for
the development of a 1822-1976," will be fom 2 to 5 the Rangers and Rangerettes
SollSiNIKS Siil!
cooperative spirit. Birthdate p.m. at the Calloway Public will be at the Woodmen of the
: Edward VII, British Library. The public is invited. World Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Chen 3 — 1140
•
Adult Entertainment
monarch; Sargent Shriver,
18 Or Over Only
politician; and Ed Wynn, actor.

u#04-

Monday, Nov. 10
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church women will
meet at 1 p.m. at the home of
Dorothy Sobiesiti with Jean
Pipher as cohostess.

Tuesday,Nov. 11
.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. Fred Clark, Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. J. C. Winter,
and Maryleona Frost with
Mrs. Hugh Houston, all at 9:30
a.m., and Faith Doran at
church at 2 p.m.

Murray Unit of Hardresers
will have a color show by Heil
at Leta's Beauty Salon at 6
p.m.
Board of Directors of Community Theatre will meet at 7
p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. The Children's Company will meet at 3:30 p.m. at
the old freight depot in the
City-County Park.
Murray Senior Citizens will
work on articles for the bazaar
from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at the
Ellis Center. Call 753-0929 by
11 a.m.for transportation.

Phebian Sunday School of
First Baptist Church, Opal
Howard, teacher, will have a
salad supper at 6 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Mancil Vinson.

Douglas Center and Hazel
Center will be open from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
the Senior Citizens with lunch
at Douglas at 12 noon and at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at the library of
the First Christian Church.
Need Line Board of Directors will meet at 12 noon at
Pagliai's.

ii

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

V3
•J 9 5 4
•10 8 5 4
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Its _a Halloween get-together. Games were
played and prizes were won by Mary Turner,
.McDougal Glenda Wilson Marie Garland, Op,
Hale. Teddy Hicks. Joyce Bowden, Mick,,
Burkeen. Billie Marvin, Eupal Rowland. Kid..
McCuiston, Mariam Richardson. Betty Ross
Sharon Bybee. Everyone who came had fun.
Don't be afraid to come and bring your famil,
for professional hair care by our staff...
Rosetta, Carol Judy Shere. Wanda, and Sharp,.

Judy& Shere's
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5902

A surgeon -would have it
over a butcher in the play of
today's sneaky looking
game. Declarer must sacrifice a High card to reach the
dummy. Not only, that; he
must do it at the right time.
Dummy wins the spade
ace and declarer cashes two
high trumps to get the bad
news. Now he must return
to dummy to finesse against
East's troublesome trump
jack.
The butcher leads his low
club to dummy's jack and
triumphantly takes the
marked trump finesse. The
last trump is drawn and
then he tries to run the
clubs. Oops! East shows out
on the second round and
declarer is in a very bad
way. He can cash his
remaining club honor and
lose dummy's club suit or he
can overtake in dummy and
still lose four tricks.
The surgeon has a better
way After playing his two
high trumps, he leads his
club queen (or king) to
,1ummy's ace and picks up
his trump suit. Next he
plays his club king and
when East discards, the surgeon can afford a smile.
He has left the trey ofclubs and this turns out to
be the killer. The club trey .
'sled to dummy's nine for a
cinch finesse and dummy's
clubs are run to produce an
overtick
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Faculty saxophone quartet
recital by Gerald Welker, Dr.
Roger Reichmuth, Don Story
and Ray Smith will be at 8:15
p.m. in Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex,Murray State.
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South holds

Henry Ranson, Good Hope,
Ga., will give a slide presentation on painting at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423, Fourth floor, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State.

Murray Girl Scout Core
A household shower was
given by the faculty at Crit- meeting will be at 10 a.m. at
tenden County Middle School, the Girl Scout Cabin.

Field

Opening lead: Spade king
Butcher or surgeon/ It all
depends on when you make
the cut

An-hlial Sigma Xi banquet
and lecture by Dr. William E.
Benson will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
State, and program at 8 p.m.
in Mason Hall auditorium.
This is open to the public. .

33'
Charles
Chips

Price $3.29

Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding:

Coffee by Murray State
University Women's Society
will be from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at
the home of Enuny Edwards,
1110 County Cork Drive, with
Pat Weatherly as cohostess.

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.

Maxwell House
•J 7 6 4 2
•J 9 8 4
•A K 6
•7

4

Murray Star Chapter No.
Mrs. Ruth Rogers, Miss
Becky Wadlington, Miss 433 Order of the Eastern Star
Dianne Ladd, and Miss-Karen will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
DeFew were hostesses for a lodge hall.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
Alcoholics Anonymous will
First Unifed
personal shdwer.
Methodist meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
' Calloway County YFAettes
Church is scheduled to meet at of the West Kentucky ExposiA miscellaneous shower was will meet at 7 p.m. at the Mur9:30 a.m.'
tion Center..
given by Mrs. Dorothy ray Vocational Center.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Grogan, Mrs. Fonda Grogan,
Parents Anonymous will
CHECK COSMETICS
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforMrs. Wanda Erwin, Mrs. Ann
Persons should -check
North Seventh and Olive mation call 753-5995 or 435Thompson, Mrs. Wilma
Streets.
4385.
Wilson, and Mrs. Mable cosmetics periodically to see
if they're still fre§h. Natural
Gallagher.
Senior Citizens will meet as
cosmetics spoil within a feii
Dorothy Moore Circle of
--months, sooner if they have no
First - Presbyterian Church follows: Dexter at 9:30 a.m, at
Mrs. Dale White, Mrs. JenMascara
• will meet at the home of Jean the Dexter Center; Douglas
nie Ann Pool, Mrs. Gloria •preservatives.
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Lindsey at 7:15 p.m.
Wadlington, Mrs. Kay Mc- should be used only for six
Hazel Center from 10 a.m. to 2
Collum, and Mrs. Maxeen months. Creams — eye
Youth Prayer Breakfast will p.m.; Murray at Ellis Center
Marks were hostesses for a creams, blush, lipstick — last
be held at 7:30 a.m. at the from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
less than a year. Powders —
household
shower.
Fellowship Hall of the First
blush, face powder, eye
Baptist Church.
Student exhibition
in '
shadow — rarely spoil but
A
coffee
was
given
by
Mrs.
1
ceramics and metals by David Barbara Erwin, Mrs. Peggy may change color with time.
Tuesday,Nov. 11
Mark Rhodes, Valley Station,
Hook,
Mrs, Cheryl Dailey, Foundation and moisturizers
Ruth Warren Group of Sink- will open in the Clara Eagle
Mrs. Sheila 'Grogan, Mrs. stay good for a year or so. One
ing Spring Baptist church will Gallery, Murray State
UniverDorothy Nanny, and Mrs. group of cosmetics that last
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of sity, and will run through
Nov.
forever — toners and astrJoette Wolfe.
Carol Turner.
24.
ingents.
Singles Unlimited will not
meet tonight.

4 A J 96 2
EAST

Murray Art Guild will present a special musical program at 7:30 p.m. featuring
Suzanne Johnson and Sharon
Owens.

Mrs. Kenneth Bryan
Grogan, the former Kelley
Ann Beckner, was honored
with several prenuptial events
prior to her recent wedding.
Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. Henry A. Beckner of
Eddyville and Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby G. Grogan of Murray.

Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.

IRA G CORN, JR

WEST
•KCJ109

Tuesday, Nov. 11
Special class on "Your
Amazing Infant" will be at
9:30 a.m, at the Memorial
Baptist Church with Mary
Usher as instructor. For information call 759-1294.

Events Held
In Honor Of
Recent Bride

Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church will be at 7 a.m.

THE ACE5_,s,

"Culture is ç11rat your
butcher would fiave if he
were a surgeon." -- Mary
Pettibone Poole.

Tuesday, Nov. 11
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Providence with Dorothy Cook,
Coldwater with Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell, and Paris Road with
Groups of CWF of First Lucille Grogan, all at 1 p.m.;
Christian Church will meet as Suburban with Pat Rogers at 7
follows: I with Mrs. John C. p.m.
Quertermous at 10 a.m. with
the program by Mrs. A. H.
Murray
Branch
of
Titsworth, and III with Mrs American Association of
Kent Forrester at 7:30 p.m. University Women will meet
with the program by Mrs. at 7:15 p.m. at the home of
Bailey Gore.
Shirley Spratt with Bruce
Logue as speaker.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Owen Billington at 9 a.m., and II with
Mrs. Bailey Riggins at 2 p.m.

Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Jim Middleton to speak
on "Gourmet Holiday Foods."

1[12-arrtli1
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Tony's
•

(2 Twin Packs)
40,60, 75, or 100 watt

II

We Reserve The Right
To Lirifit Quantities

Dog Food

5!, 1"

801 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.

,••••••••
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Murray Business News Briefs
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Corolla Undergoes Some
Fine Tuning For 1981

OVER $2 MILLION SALES VOLUME — Last month, Kopperud Realty surpassed the $2
million mark for 1980 gross sales (includes Kopperud listings sold by MLS firms).
Shown above are Bill Kopperud, Broker, presenting the Sales Award to staff members
(from left) George Gallagher, Geri Andersen and Bill Rayburn. Ellen-Jones, Secretary,
looks on at right. Kopperud Realty is at 711 Main St.

Grain, Soybean
Prices Mixed

WE'LL COVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.

CHICAGO (AP) — Grain
and soybean futures prices
closed mixed Friday on the
Chicago Board of Trade.
Traders said soybeans fell
on early selling because of
cash
weakened
prices.
Computer-triggered selling
pushed prices down farther
until late computer buying
lifted them off of the day's
lows.
In 'oats, commercial buying
held up nearby contract months while commission house
selling pushed down deferred
months.
Wheat got support as
speculators bought on reports
that Mexico may be planning
a purchase and .the Canadian
crop may be of poorer quality
than expected.
Liquidation and spillover
weakness from soybeans
weighed corn prices down.

4
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Ross Insurance
2)0 East Main Street
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493

:TORRANCE, Calif. — The
best selling car line in the
world, the Toyota Corolla, as
undergone some fine tuning
fur 1981.
All the popular models
return in 1981. A two-door
sedan and a deluxe four-door
sedan and wagon are joined by
the Sport Coupe and Liftback
Models which come in deluxe
or sporty SR5 packages.
One new addition sure to be
a hit is a sun-moon roof option
for Sport Coupe models. The
radio on these Sport Coupe
and fatback models is
mounted in the center console •
on a swivel base, for easy .FIC7
cess by the driver and front
seat passenger.
All SR5 Corollas offer a

Michael A. Holton and Van Haverstock were presented an engrossed scroll on Oct.
25 by The Continental Insurance Companies in honor of the Holton & Melugin Insurance Agency's 50 years of representation. Presentation was made by John Conn,
Manager on the Louisville Branch office and Henry Hurst, special agent on behalf of
the company, who said, in part "Our organization has grown and prospered during
your period of association and we wish to acknowledge your contribution to this success. We thank you for your loyalty and sincerely trust that your splendid representation of this company will continue for many years to come. Our agency force in the
United States and Canada now number over 20,000. Of these, thousands have
represented us for twenty-five, thirty-five, fifty, and more years. Without the strong
support of all Continental Insurance agents, our companies could never have attained
the position we hold today in the insurance industry."

Fisher-Price Toys Makes
Two Appointments
EAST AURORA, N.Y. -Fisher-Price Toys has announced the appointments of
Haskel G. Knight, Jr. as plant
manager of its San Diego/Tijuana plant, and Charles A.
Brooks aslis director of quality control to succeed Knight.
Knight succeeds Gary Sutton who has resigned to accept
a position with another company. Knight joined FisherPrice in 1973 as manager of
quality control at the company's Murray plant. He
transferred to East Aurora's
quality control group in 1975
and was promoted to director
of quality control in January,
1980. Before coming to FisherPrice, Knight had additional
industrial experience with
Carrier Corporation.
A graduate of Middle Tennessee State University, he
holds a bachelor's degree in
industrial management and is
registered by the State of

Concerned About Your
Future Financial Security?
Your CPA can help.
A Certified Public Accountant is
a financial planning expert.
Because of his familiarity with
tax planning retirement plan.
ning and estate planning a CPA
can render invaluable assistance
as your family financial advisor.

variety of new seat cloth and
styling options for this year.
Single
rectangular
headlights on sedan and
wagon models replace the four
round lights. Restyled wheel
covers on SR5 models complete Corolla's new exterior
look for '81.
All CortIlas have steel:
belted radial tires. The SH5
Sport Coupe gets a rear sway
bar added to its suspension
package for Unproved ride
and handling.
The proven 1.8-liter engine
is back with a final drive ratio
that has been changed to improve fuel economy. The.new.
Corolla earned EPA gas
mileage ratings of 30 mpg and
40 highway mpg.

Haskel Knight

Society's Dinner
Meeting Set At
Mayfield Holiday Inn

L.

••

Charles Brooks
California as a Professional
Engineer.
As plant manager of San
Diego/Tijuana,
Knight
oversees twin plants responsible for manufacturing FisherPrice's audio-visual products.
Brooks came to Fisher..
Price in 1974 as quality control
engineer from International
.Liquid Crystal Company
where he had been quality
control manager. Prior to
- Mat, he had extensive ex
perience in quality control_
with GTE-Sylvania.
He is licensed by the State of
California as a Professional
Engineer and haS• been
qualified by the American
Society for Quality Control as
Certified Quality Engineer.
Brooks will have responsibility for quality control
throughout the toy company.
He and his family reside in
West Seneca, N.Y.

The November dinner
'Meeting of the Jackson Pur'chase section of the American
Society for Quality. *Control
will be held Nov. 13 at the
Mayfield Holiday Inn.
A reception will be held at 6
p.m. followed by dinner at 7
p.m. Paul Robinson, manager
of quality control for Aviation
Service Operations of General
Electric, will speak on
-Process Controls in the
Manufacture of Jet Engines."

Through /Etna's Commercial Account BillingSystem (CABS)-you can Pay your insurance •
premiums either monthly or quarterly, with only a
small finance charge. And since /Etna bills you
directly, our agency can spend more time servicing and achnsing you on your business insurance
program.
Call our agency today to find out all the advantages of CABS. Featuring convenient monthly or
quarterly pay-as-you-go- business insurance.

Correction
A story— mt. last 'week's
business page stated that
Robert aid Elaine 'Rodriguez
were the owners of -Bob's
Home Improvement Service.
The Rodriguezes still own the
business. •

Think Positive. Think AEtna. Think...

KING-LANDOLT
INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY

Lir
a

KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction of the index
of 25 Kentucky stocks was
down. Biggest gains: Citizens
Fidelity I OTC I, to 31 from
29i2,

Ph. 753-8355

David King - Gene Lendoh - Adele Kupchella
samt, commam• The Nand/ad F Irmoarx
The ....noble Insurance Cornpan, a Hartford Comm,r,
4,4 c,i56 Surety Comsat' ol Illortom

f Fa Casualty and

New house?
Save 15%
on Allstate
Homeowners
insurance.

To insure your family's secruity
- now and in the future -- consult a financial planning
professtional. your CPA Certified Public Accountants perform the full range of accounting
services

CPA

_

Joseph W. Bolin
has just opened his
office as attorney and
counselor at law
Office Phone
75.3-0757

•

More than a title, it's a profession

204 S. .5th St.
Murray. Ky. •

AV*

Michael H. Keller

W
111-7
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r
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Certified Public Accountant

753-8918

I

•

Home Phone
759-1533.

4110

c.

We„at the

Bank of Murray
offer our
If your house is less than two years
old, you,may qualify for Allstate:s
"15% New House Discount:'
Homes two through five years old also
may qualify for a discount ranging from
5 to 10 percent, depending on their are.
Give me a call and get in on the
savings.
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WORLD FAVORITE - The best selling car in the world, the Toyota Corolla, undergoes same
fine tuning for 1981. The Sedan sports new single rectangular headlamps. Radial tires replace
bias ply ti,,. And a new cloth seat option is available on Deluxe Sedans. All final rear drive
ratios have been changed to improve ges mileage. The Corolla Sedan earned estimated EPA
mileage ratings of 30 mpg and 40 highway mpg.

HATCHER AUTO SALES

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ANNOUNCING

Are your financial affairs
arranged in such a way as to
minimize taxes while
maximizing what is available for
you to enjoy now and during
retirement? Have you provided
adequately for those you may
leave behind?

701 S 6th Street

Is Your
"Cash Flow"
Becoming
"Cash Drain?"-,

,
e• I‘mm,
ma 110.1%.(Mu
Cam Ilammm
Omm tame,
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Allstate'

Congratulations
to
Holton & Melugin
Insurance Agency

in good hands.

Murray Insurance Agency
Center

Kopperud Realty

753-4751
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Humanely Speaking

By Ab

'Three Kittens'
• The beams of my headlights caught
them by surprise, and for a moment
they froze, crouching where they nibbled on bits of "edible" garbage they had
pilfered from the nearby dumpster.
Their wide eyes flastied back at me for
a moment,and then the kittens scurried
off into the darkness. .
Three little kittens, wild and toe
frightened to respond to my,assurances
made in (inlet tones. MY offer from the
bag of cat food! had just purchased at a
nearby grocery store was ignored as
they peered at me from their havens
beneath nearby parked cars. Even my
cautious movements toward them Sent
theirr-scampering 'wildly • across the •
parking lot, heedless of approaching
cars, and they disappeared behind a
row of stores. It was useless to try to
catch them.
Three frightened and hungry kittens,
dumped sometime Thursday afternoon
at the Bel Air Shopping Center. In the
strange and menacing surroundings,
they searched about for food and, for
shelter from the falling temperatures'.
By morning, one, perhaps more, would
probably . be smashed beneath the
wheils_of_a_ speeding truck on. nearby
South _ 12th Street. Within a week,
another would problbly be torn apart
by a neighborhood dog. Perhaps the
third will struggle desperately for
weeks, gradually growing weaker from
the Ilk of food until it starves or dies of
disease or exposure.
Three frightened kittens dumped on a
barren, asphalt parking lot next to a
busy highway, dumped among
strangers- too busy to notice them or
care for them. Surely the owner could
not.have imagined that someone could
have caught the kittens and taken them
home for pets. Surely he could not have
thought very much at all about the

welfare of the kittens, too young to fend
for themselves and too frightened to accept the help a passerby might offer.
can't get the kittens out of iny mind.
And I think too of the person who
dUrnped them in the parking lot, who
did not have the decency to spay their
mother or to deliver the unwanted kittens to the Animal Shelter. I wonder
what kind of person would do such a
thing.
We have just received a disturbing
report of the poisoning of animals in the
Harris Grove community. A bag of
food, laced with poison, was left in a
yard last week, but the- dog's life was
-saved after a repeat emergency visit to
a vet. The poisoning of dogs and cats is a
serious thing. Aside from the obvious
heartlessness of such acts-the suffering of animals and the people who love
them - there is the real danger that
children will become victims of the
poisoner. Poisoning of dogs and cats is
punishable under Kentucky law, and
the Humane Society of Calloway County offers a $500 reward for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of
the individuals who are responsible for
such acts. If your pet is poisoned or if
you have knowledge of individuals who
poison animals; please notify the county sheriff or city police. Also, please
notify the Humane Society at 759-4141 or
753-3994.
There are a number of healthy and
appealing animals of a variety of
descriptions now waiting at the Animal
Shelter for someone who will adopt
them and give them good homes. These
pets are willing to sign lifelong commitments without reservations. Visit
the Shelter at 105 E. Sycamore or call
759-4141.

EchoesFrom The Past By Judy Maupin

Captain Emerson
Last week, I received two very interesting letters from a self-confessed
"unreformed rebel," Mr. Z. B. Einersoil, who now lives in Leesburg,
Florida; but who still manages to keep
up with happenings in Murray, including reading this cohumi. I would
like to share part of his letter with
.readers.
Not knowing how to start this teeter
to you, I will state that when one gets
older (70), many things come crowding
into one's mind. I have reference to the mention of W. T. Emerson, my grand• father who owned a section, of land
about one mile south of Wingo.
"According to my father (T.C. Emerson,Sr.)my grandfather was known as
Captain "Billy" till his death, caused
by being accidentally shot and succumbing to gangrene as a result in 1874, in
the month of January. My father was
born seven months after his death; so
my father didn't know of any of Captain
Billy's experiences except by hearsay.
However, my father told me that his
father was atShiloh.
Some say that it was a Union victory, but the truth is that both sides
withdrew from the field. I have read extensively of the War Between the States
ag-- both my Paternal and maternal.
grandfathers were in it.
"Not knowing of any of my paternal
grandfather's exploits first-hand, I
distinctly remember some of the stories
my maternal-grandfather told me in
and I
person. He (W.W. Brizendine) had long sessions in which he told me
many things, most of which I don't
remeniben--But-l-do-remembee his tell
ing me of his foray into Paducah in
which the Confederates captured many
arms. Of his having beeiksent to about
two miles from Farmington to enlist the
many in that area to prepare lots of
food to be hidden at a certain spot that
my grandfather knew about.
"Forrest's army (raiders,if you will)
arrived during the night, ate their fill,
and on to Paducah. For the most part,
Forrest used Union arms and ammunitions against the_LInian. My maternal
grandfather was at Union City, Fort
Pillow and the rest.
"When 'Forrest surrendered in
Southern_ Alabama (the last to surrender)- nowadays not many people
know that upon surrendering, all Confederate troops were required to swear
allegiance ( to the Union). Granddaddy
refused so they threw him in prison, for
. how long I don't know.
"He was a butcher and cook in Forrest's escort and l'ollowed that avocation till late in life, in Mayfield.
"A confirmation of my maternal
grandfather's exploits can be obtained
Ti-Orna book.-"The Lfte of Nathan B.
Forrest," later changed to That Devil
-Forrest,'u--written Airy Jana t ha n
Bereyther. I .understand that this book
has been withdrawn from several
libraries. But be that as it may, I think
you should read it if available.
"PS. I lived in Vicksburg, Mississippi for 20 years before retiring, and you

should hear of many of the things that
were heaped on those people during
reconstruction days. I could recent
many stories told to me, but I will not
take more of your time.
"I have a feeling that you are a
unreconstructed Rebel,too."
Mr. Emerson, I don't know if I can
claim to be an unrepentant Rebel, having been born and raised in the North.
But since living in Kentucky,I really do
feel that I must have been a Southerner
who accidentally was born in the wrong
part ofthe country. Who knows?
+++4-
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Letter To The Editor
Looking Back

e's

10 Years Ago
Hugh R. Colson,son of Mrs. Jean Colson of Murray, is serving with the U. S.
Air Force and recently participated in
Reforger II, a training exercise at West
Germany.
Army Private Robert R. Sapla
recently was his company's high scorer
on the physical proficiency test held at
the end of his basic training at Fort
Campbell.

Thank Democrats
Deaths reported include Charles
Reeves.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse D. Futrell, Nov. 3, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. C. Edward Heckert,
Jr., Nov. 4, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Neal, Nov.4.
Betty Hornbuckle of Murray designed the clothes for the Black Arts

20 Years Ago
Dedication of a meniorial to the
founder and former president of Murray State College, Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
will be held Nov. 12 at 11 a.pi. at the
Murray State Student Union Building,
according to M. 0. Wrather, secretary
of the-MSC Alumni Association. The Murray Jaycees hope to have a
permanent fairgrounds by this time
'next year for the Murray-Calloway
County Fair, according to L. W. Smith,

president of the Jaycees.
The Woodmen Circle annual fall rally
for West Kentucky will be held Nov. 10
at the Murray Woman's Club House
with the Murray Grove as host. Mrs.
Goldia Curd, Murray, state manager,
will -serve as toastmistress. State officers include Mary Louise Baker,
Loretta Culver, Lois Waterfield,and B.
Wall Melugin,all of Murray.

30 Years Ago
The $75,000 school bond issue passed
overwhelmingly yesterday when 1,181
citizens of Murray voted for the issue
and 135 voted against it. The purpose of
the bond issue will be to complete the
new Murray High School building and
install" a 'heating pfarit at - Douglas
School.
•
Gov. Earle C. Clements was elected
to the U. S. Senate and Lt. Gov.
Lawrence Wetherby will now become
governor of Kentucky.
- Luther Robertson, Dr. A. D. Butterworth, and J. W. Outland were elected
as members of the Murray City School
Board. Elected as members of the.
Calloway *County School Board • were
John Grogan, Almo District_ and
Leland Strader. Hazel District.
Cpl. Elmo Boyd has been called to active duty with the U. S. Army and will
be stationed at Fort Lee,'Va., with the
Quartermaster Corps.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
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1989
Incredible forces conveniently sheltered under the unbrella
of atomic fission supremacy by the U. S. Government provided a
_false sense of perpetual world expansion without interference hem
foreign nations, an illusion of haughty dominance tending to unravel
the internal fabric of the social structure. Overflow of money and
military in Vietnam echoed-rebelliously with Calloway. countians
as we began anew to bury the dead from foreign battlefields as
had been the -tragic incidents of World War II and Korean Conflict.
Landholders within the tax streicture of the Clark's River watershed
organized a resistance to further payment of tax levies in addition
to--challenging- the inequity of the tdx and political inanipulation-trr
effect its pasenge in the first place. No doubt, the watershed unhappiness contributed in a small measure to defeat an attempt to
ponsolidate the two county school systems during the year. Town
merchants broke in open revolt in a proposed gross receipts tax and
payroll tax, despite recommendations from a blue ribboned elite
composing the Citizens Advisory Board. Circumvention of tax proposals submitted to the electorate found accommodating short circuits
through the state legislature and federal. government, weaving a
strait jacket of central control in surrender to bas c. concepts of local
democracy. These were the ladder rungs for "
s" as defined
by the new breed with the upward surge into he final realm of
national socialism. Unwittingly, a general abandonment of local
authority was being effected in self-admission we were no longer
capable of local self-government, no doubt nourished by the extreme
left of our society who found satisfaction for frustrations in destruction and general abuse by burnings, challenging university authority,
stealing, undisguised immorality, and looting. But go on with the
story, else the reader will get sick.
Patrolman James Brown with 18. years of service in the city
police department was appointed chief of police January' 9, 1989.
Brown was active in the militant demands made by members of
the police and fire departments in requests for higher wages. His
----appointment
,
wous--3inierreteel-as• a-move to-soothe the disgruntled
mood of the rank and file-offirezs
_
Thbaceo prices -brat 17* 150 barrOr per htintfiwtt pouncts-to establish a new record, however a goodly proportion of the crop
was being channeled into Western Dark Fired Tobacco Association
warehouse under provisions of luivance prices subsidized by the
federal, government.
To Be Conhnued

and Mrs. Joe Bybee, Nov. 1, a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Charles Roberts, Nov. 1, a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. J. T. Duffy, Nov. 2,
and a boy to glr. and Mrs. William
Cherry, Nov. 2.

40 Years
Tradition and precedent of 152 years
standing were dramatically voted into
oblivion on Nov. 5 as American voters,
some 50,000,000 strong, for the third
successive time elected Franklin
Delano Roosevelt as president of the
Unites States for the next four years
with an overwhelming and sweeping
majority. The president carried
Calloway County by a 6 to 1 margin:
A. B. (Happy) Chandler was elected
to the U.S.Senate by Kentucky voters.
A. B. Austin and Joe Baker were
elected as members of the Murray City
School Board.
The city of Murray stamped a
"vociferous yes" on the proposed bond
issue at the polls on Nov. 5. This will be
to provide, equip, and maintain a
system of parks and playgrounds for
Murray.
Deaths reported this week include C.
C. Orr,65.
The Rev. Leon A. Haring will be installed, as minister of the First
Presbyterian Church on Nov. 14.

Festival to be held at the West Kentucky Vocational School, Paducah,
Nov.9 to 15. ,
The Murray State Racers lost to
Austin Peay University in a football
game yesterday.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre is "Getting Straight" starring Elliott Gould
and Candice Bergen.

Dear Editor
On behalf of the Calloway-County Executive Committee, Z.C. Enix chairman, Dr. Gil Mathis campaign chairman for Carter-Mondale in Calloway
County, and Jell Green campaign
chairman for Carter-Mondale in the
First District, I want to thank all the
loyal Democrats, that worked so
diligently throughout the campaign.
(From the Voters Registration through
election day.) We are very proud of tg
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
election day achievements, derifed
and Mrs. Harold (Bud) Tolley on Nov.
front all our labors. Not just the large
6.
turnout, but the loyalty of the
Cal Luther, head basketball coach at
Democrats in Calloway County. You
Murray State College, will speak at the
are truely appreciated. „
meeting of the Murray Lions Club to be
For those of us, that were disapheld tonight at the Murray Woman's...
pointed, or heart-broken over the outClub House.
come of the presidential election, I
Showing at ,,the Murray Drive In
Would make the following ple Come
Theater is "Elmer Gantry" starring
next January 20, let us bind' up our '
Burt Lancaster and Jean Simmons.
wounds and welcome our new president
and his family into the white house, .
with all the support that we can muster. ,
When he makes mistakes(and he will)
Ruby and Newman Grogan
'
were inlet us not be critical, rather let us say a
stalled as worthy matron and worthy
prayer for him. Let us make a pledge,
patron respectively of Temple Hill
that never again will. we be guilty of, or
Chapter No. 511 Order of. the Eastern
allow others to destroy our presidents,
Star.
or our country by such destructive
criticism that has taken place the past
four years. We hear a great deal about
Cyrus D. Allen has been appointed as
the credibility gap between our country
assistant county agent for Calloway
and our allies. The presidents, didn't
County.
cause this gap. The news-media with
Births reported this week include a
our help did this, with our mumbling,
girl to Mr.and Mrs. Ray Thorn, Oct. 22,
complaining and criticizing...
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Clendenon,
In 1976, when President Carter took
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Futrell,
the oath of office, before the echo of his
Oct. 28, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
voice had faded away in the distance,
Greenup, Oct. 29, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
the news-media began criticizing and
Starkie Hall, twin girls to Mr. and Mrs.
making light of the President. We soon
Leon Cooper, Oct. 31, a girl to Mr. and
joined them in this ,endeaver and- it
Mrs. Ralph Paschall, Nov. 3, a girl to
grew like a cancer, and like a cancer it
Mr. and Mrs. George Nobles, Nov. 4,
began to destroy our country's
and a girl to Mr.and Mrs. W.B. Brown,
credibility both at home and abroad.
Oct. 31.
Please, let us begin anew and stop
Wildy Berry of Murray is district
this nonsense, and support Mr. Reagan
commissioner and chairman of extenas he tries to solve all the complex prosion work for the Happy Valley District
blems he will be facing the next four
of the Boy Scouts of America.
years. If we must criticize him,let it be
Kroger has pure cane sugar advertisconstructive,rather than destructive.
ed as selling for $1.23 for a 25 pound
Thank you,
cloth bag this week.
Violet Johnson
Showing at the Varsity Theater is
Murray,Ky. .
"Strike Up The Band" starring Mickey
Rooney, Judy Garland, and Paul
Whiteman and his Orchestra.
,
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Thoughts
In Season

50 Years Ago
Marriages announced this week in
The Calloway Circuit Court will con'dude Gels Mae Pate to Ottis Valentine
vene Nov. 10 with Judge Ira D.Smith of
on Sept. 28.
Hopkinsville presiding and John King
- The Calloway County Community
of Cadiz as commonwealth attorney.
Singing will be held Nov. 8 at New ConDeaths reported this week include
cord High School with the Murray State
Loenzo Simpson, 61, Norman Turner,
Teachers College Quartet and other
41, C. Smith Utterback, Mrs. Milly Kelgroup singers of the city and county to
ly,80,and Mrs. Lillian Robertson,41.
participate.
A local man was fined $18.65 in City
Mrs. Clyde Downs, Mrs. E. B.
Court on Nov. 1 on the charge of slapplk.,---Houston, Mrs. W. M. Caudill, Mrs.
ing his mother.
George Upchurch, and Mrs. Hardin
The Murray Tobacco Market will
Morris were in charge of the program
open here on Dec.4,according to action
presented at the meeting of the
taken by the Murray Tobacco Board of
Magazine Club held at the home of Miss
Trade.
Cappie Beale.
Calloway County won first place in all
Elected as,offieerti of the WMS-ofthe three events- in the Regional Rural
Murray Methodist Church were Mrs.E.
School Tournament at Murray State
A. Tucker, Mrs. C.0.Dickey, Mrs. J. P.
Teachers College on Nov. 1. Calloway
Gatlin,and Mrs. Henry Elliott.
County won the loving cup given by the
Potatoes are listed as selling for 33
University of Kentucky for the most
cents for a 15 pound peck in the ad for
points in the contest. The cup was
the Piggly Wiggly Store this week. •
presented by Prof. E. H. Smith, head of
Showing at the Capitol Theater is
the Extension Department at MST°.
"Hit The Deck" starring Jack Oakie
who was in charge of the meet.
and Polly Walker.The eighth chapter of
Births reported this week include a
the serial, "Jade Fox" will also be
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Langston
shown.
and ahoy to Mr.andUrs. Grady Miller.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Nov. 8, the 313th
day of 1980. There are 53 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 8, 1950 the first battle
between jet airplanes took place
between American fighters and North
Korean MiGs during the Korean War.
On this date:
In 1960, John F. Kennedy was elected
president of the United States.
And in 1974, eight former Ohio National Guardsmen were. acquitted of
in the
.violating
. . the rights. of. students
,
1970 demonstratipos and killingi at
Kent State University.
Five years ago, China criticized
President Gerald Ford for dismissing
his secretary of defense, James Schlesinger.
One year ago, U.S. envoys met with

opening t
to me. I
them h
up
u,

representatives of the Palestine liberation Organization in Turkey in en effort
to end the four-day stalemate at the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran.
Today's birthdays: Actress
Katharine Hepburn is 71 years old.
Singer Patti Paige is 53.
Thought for today: It is easier to fight
for principles than to live up to them.Adlai Stevenson (1900-1965)

Bible Thought
"And, beheld, they brought to lesas
man sick of the palsy, lying on a
. bed: and Jesus seesrsj thea taitbasald
unto the sick of the palsy; Son, be of
good cheer; thy sins be forgiven
thee." Matthew 9:2
Jesus saw "their faith;" there is the
kind of faith that saves others, Artyou exercising faith in behalf of
'others?
A

By Ken Wolf
The prevalence(and silliness) of flattery among the great and near-great is
illustrated by this anecdote about
President William McKinley told in
David B. Tyack, The One Best System:
A History of American Urban
Education (Harvard,1974).
According to Tyack's account, the
President's train had stopped one
September morn next to an Iowa cornfield where two barefoot boys had come
to milk the cows and "were warming
their feet on the sod wperere cows had
slept":
'Gentlemen,'said McKinley,calling his Cabinet officers'that sight
recalls the happiest days of my
life;' and each cabinet officer in
turn expressed a like sentiment,
and remembered haying warmed
his feet in the same way.
America's great statesmen then
gave three cheers in the early
morning for the little boys in
Iowa who reminded them of their
happiest days.
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By Abigail Van Buren

'Lonely Hearts' Letters
Give Husband Heartburn

Misses'Sizes
32-38

DEAR ABBY: Before I met Bob, I corresponded with
several men who wanted to communicate with women by
mail. (I had signed up with a "lonely hearts" club.) Well,
after marrying Bob, I quit writing to these men, but every
now and than I get a letter from a strange man who wants to
correspond with me.
Abby, this club I signed with is no longer in business, but
it must have sold its membership list to smother such club
because I'm still getting letters from men.
Bob says I should tear up these letters without even
opening them. I say that because these letters are addressed
to me. I have the legal right to read them, and then tear
them up if I want to.
My husband gets very upset by these letters. He says that
a happily married woman who really loves her husband
(and I dol•should havemo interestwhatsoever in reading a
letter from a strange man, and I should destroy such mail
without even reading it. What is your opinion?
BOB'S WIFE
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DEAR W
.IFE: Loving your husband as you do, why
upset him by showing even the slightest interest in
mail from men who are seeking to form a relationship with an unattached woman? When the next one
arrives, ceremoniously set tire to it (unopened) in
Bob's presence. It will warm his heart.

Sold in
Auto Dept

11.88

Sale Price
48" Fluorescent Fixture
Plug-in fixture with two 40-W
lamps, chain, hooks.

DEAR ABBY: The letter from NEEDS A BREAK, whose
husband couldn't understand why his wife wanted a little
vacation away from her family, prompted me to write.
My parents, both retired, live 420 miles from us. When our
youngest child was out of diapers, my husband volunteered
to look after our three children for a weekend so I could visit
my parents and "get away from it all."
What a marvelous time I had sleeping late, visiting old
friends, shopping and going out to dinner. My parents
spoiled me rotten. Best of all, I didn't have to answer to
"Mommy" all weekend.
I returned home completely refreshed with a wonderful
• new attitude toward my husband and children. My sweet
husband has been doing this for seven years now.(We call it
"Mom's R & R.")
It gives me a little vacation away from my routine at
home, my parents love pampering me,and my husband and
kids admit they enjoy getting rid of me for a few days.
After seeing that letter in your column, Abby,I just had to.
send in my support.
CINDY IN HUNTINGTON BEACH

5.44

Our Reg 7 97

Our Reg.4.96

Our Reg.8.97
Utility Light With Cord
Handy light with hook, outlet,
switch. U.L. approved.

5.97

3.44

Save $4.09
Our Reg.

15.8131,9.97

Men's Flannel Pajamas
In Popular Coat Style
Long-sleeved, long -leg
warmth fashioned in print cotton flannel. Men's sizes.

Soft Flannel Shirts In
Colorful Autumn Plaids
Basic tailored shirt in
warm cotton flannel in a
range of fall plaids. Save

Powerful 12-V Car Vac®
Compact With upholstery and
crevice tools, bag, 16' cord.

( Alit.V.,Sstit.**,A
q*Iftle..*:141.,Wai
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Om0hl,*VI.41.'1Ii
411404140,42ergt
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DEAR CINDY:.Three cheers for your sweet husband. What a terrific Mother's Day gift a "Mom's R &
R" would be for mothers of small children scheduled, of course, for any weekend during the
year.
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Limit 2

IV

DEAR ABBY: May I address this to victims of so-called
"male menopause"?
I was one, and I beg you to learn from my experience.
Don't give in. The price is much too high. I'm recently
divorced (one month) because I thought it was possible to
recapture my youth by "falling in love" with a girl 20 years
my wife's junior. It wasn't love, it was.a case of male
menopause, and now all that remains is a destroyed 19-year
marriage and fonr badly hurt people -two fine teen-agers,
my ex-wife and .me.
I tried to relive the excitement I knew 25 years ago. For a
brief moment, I did. But it didn't last, and now I realize the,
value of what I foolishly threw away.
To you men over 45 who go in for one-night stands: Accept
them for what they are, and don't try to fantasize that they
are a lasting love. relationship. They aren't. I made the
mistake of trying to build a one-night stand with a 19-yearold girl into a lasting love affair. It couldn't be done. I made
a fool of myself and I bike the heart of my wonderful,
intelligent, caring, warm,39-year-old wife. I must have been
crazy.
FRANK

Our Reg. 127-1.97

1

Each
Plasticware Helpers
Pail, wastebaskets,
dishpan and more.

Our Reg. 16.73

Our Reg 1.37

Our Reg 67' Ea

VACUUM

CLEANER

BAGS

38141

Our Reg. 74' Pkg.

2 88° 2 88

10.77 6
Ironing Table
4-leg metal table with
adjustable height.

JIM

CLEANERS

6-pr. Pkg.
Nylon Knee Highs
Stretch nylon, nude
.
heel. Misses

For
Furnace Filters
1"-thick replacement filters. Various sizes.

Pkgs
K mart' Vacuum Bags
For most vacuum
cleaners. 2-4 in pkg.

Cafeteria Special
POTTING
SOIL
---•READY TO USE
•0001kESS
•WON
,
MUM

DEAR FRANK: Thanks for a good - and frank letter.

ights
ason

WOOD HEAT
SAVES MONEY

Limit 4
While 376 Last
Limit 2

99°4/1
of4 1.97
2/1
Disposable
3.33 4-qt.• Potting Soil Colgate' Pkg.
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18-gal. Trash Can
--\ Lightweight plastic can
\with snap-on lid.
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Odorless and
ideal for all plants

'Approx. le lb. net vet
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Focal' Film
At Savings

Fish portions, breaded
and tender-fried., French
fries, and zesty coleslaw.
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meal at K
mart• Save now.
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2"x45-yd. Duct Tape
Self-adhesive tape resists heat-and cold

DEEP-FRIED FISH DINNER
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Christmas
Photo
, Greetings

N97Sale Price
135 Color Print Film •
36 exposures, ASA 100

GUSDORF.

4.97
For
sr
The pleasant warmth from a wood
burning heater can reduce your electric
'heating bill by up to 90 percent. And it
can give you peace of mind when winter
hits with snow and ice storms.
You now have the opportunity to participate in TVA's Wood Heater Project
and receive a wood heater survey, a safety inspection, and no-interest loan. The
loan covers an amount of up to $800
toward the purchase and installation of
an acceptable, airtight wood burning
heater and is repaid over five years
through your utility bill. Call us for
requirements and project
details.
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6.96
Greetings Cards
With Envelopes
Cards

From AtYourCanAdditional
ColorBe PrintMode
Slide
Costor

Sale Price
135 Color Slide Film'
36 exposures, ASA 100.
Processing included.

2.77

Sale Price
135 Color Print Film'
36 exposures, ASA 400.

4.47

Sale Price
135 Color Slide Film'
36 exposures, ASA 400.

'Processing not Included
K mart' MERCHANDISE POLICY
Iron intention is to hove every advertised itern in stock on
Out shelves 11 an advertised item is not ovoiloPle or
Purchase due to ony unforeseen reason K Knort wit issue a
Porn Check on request for the merchandise (one item Of
reOs000bie lomity quantity) to be purchased at the sole
price whenever Ov011oble Or will sell you a COMporogle
soielay Ram at a comparable reduction in price Our policy
olways
to give Our CustOnsfes Salssfoc
OUT

Calendar Time Sean
9.97a. Easy-22.00
2.
3
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110.
.22
Mini
Rol Component Cart.
Open Daily 9-9; Suni -ey's 12-6
4=111 111.1.."41k
Our Reg 529 00

Our Reg 44 97

Men's Chronographs
8-digit L C D or 9
function quartz digital

Sale Price

Meg Shells
Holder with 100 hi-velocity long rifle shells.

The Saving Place
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THE SAVING PLACE

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Fins & Feathers
Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow

Columbus, Kentucky's Gibraltar Of The West
By JoD Neaee
building there are showers
tlefteld State Park Can be
Looking across the and sanitary facilities for mont. There is also a map of reached from Murray 1?y takColumbus
as
it
was
originally
Mississippi River from the campground patrons.
laid out, with very wide ing Ky. 121 to Mayfield and
Kentucky side, at Columbus,
A snack shop which serves
then Ky-80, which goes into
one may wonder what this hamburgers, hot dogs, trend' boulevards, because its plan- Columbus. The park is oftler
ner
lidetilled
it
to
be
the
place looked like on NOV, 7, fries and ice cream is next to a
capital of the United States. 123. From the Purchase
• 1861, when the Battle of Bel- gift shop in the picnic area.
Washington, they said, was Parkway, the park can be
mont took place. The area was The park has -four picnic
too close to the eastern reached by taking the exit for
a Confederate stronghold dur- shelters, tables and grills,
therefore too US-51 or Ky-80.
ing the War Between the with a well-equipped seaboard and
More particulars about the
nerable to attack. Columocplayground
nearby.
, States. Southern forces
children's
s, Ky.- was the ideal center park may be obtained by
cupied this.bank arid. the .one.. .A museum isfilled.with Conof 'national affairs — but it - -writing Columbus-Belmont
across the river — at Belmont, federate
and
Union
Battlefield State Park,Columnever made it. .Missouri — from Sept. 3, 1861, memorabilia and has a
bus, KY 42032 or by calling
ColuMbus-Belmont,
Batto the end of February, 1862.
diorama of the Batty of
(502)677-2327.
Some 156 acres along the
Mississippi River is now Kentucky's Columbus-Belmont
Battlefield State Park. An anchor and a short length of
chain that once blocked the
passage of Union gunboats on
the Mississippi River, and a
network of earthern trenches,
still stand in the park as
reminders -of, its •role
the
war.
A garrison of 12,000 to 19,000
• men worked on the defenses
and earthworks through the
autumn and winter of 1861-62.
One hundred and forty 32pound and 64-pound guns looked down from these bluffs onto
• boats plying the Missitsippi.
To keep the Union boats from
- going south, the Confederates
,stretched .that huge chain On
rafts across the Mississippi, lowering it for friendly
boatsto pass through and raising.it in front of the Union
AT CAMPGROUND — Campers can watch the boats on the Mississippi River and
boats. A floating battery and
look across to the state of Missouri while camped at the campground on the high bluff
. several streamers, converted
overlooking the river at Columbus-Belmont State Park,
into gunboats, completed the
defenses. '
So strongly fortified, this
point became known as "the
Gibraltar of the West." On
Nov,.7, Union Gen. U. S. Grant
attacked the Belmont camp
and forced the Confederates to.
Westvaco has announced start of the hunting season. 5. No ?valk in or phone
orders
retreat. He then began an et- some changes in their hunting
Any permits not sold during will be accepted.
taelt-on Columbus, but he was policy in Caldwell, Crittenden,
this period will be made
6.-Addresiletter to: Hunting
overpowered by the Con- Livirigston krid Lyon counties
available to the general Permit;
Westvaco
federates on the Kentucky to take effea -in the 1981-82
public.
Timberlands; P. 0. Box 458,
side and had to retreat. Before huntingseasen...
3. Local Vendor.Sale: West Wickliffe,•Ky-. 42087.
withdrawing upriver, - Grant
Because orexceSsive hun- vaco will go through selected
burned the camp at Belmont.
ting pressure on their timber retail outlets in the four counThe Battle of Belmont lands in these counties they
ty area to sell the 610 Oermit.
marked the major opening of plan to adopt a permit system
This will make it easier for
the North's Western Cam- for the 1981-82 hunting season.
local people to obtain
paign.
They believe that a permit Westvaco permits during the
The Union troops realized system of 1 hunter per 2:5 acres
prime time before the start of
that they could never seize of company land .will achunting season.
Columbus by direct assault. complish several things. By
Only area residents by proof
So they proceeded to take the limiting permit sales to.1000,
Have you had a chance to
of proper I.D. will be eligible
weaker positions at Fort the quality of the hunting exto get permits from the ven- see Kentucky's newest darn at
--Henry on the Tennessee River perience will be greatly imdors.
Smithland? It is a most imand Fort . Donelson on the proved. Reducing the
4. The permit program will pressive structure. According
Cumberland. . Seeing numbers of hunters on the
be initiated for the 81-82 hun- to a report by John Wilson in
themselves outflanked, the lands should also ease the
ting season, not the present the Happy Hunting Ground
Confederates withdrew from pressure on their existing
season.
magazine, this impoundment
Columbus in February 1862, In wildlife populations. Lastly,
5. The $10 permit will cover will have twin navigational
March, Union troops took over the $10 permit fee will enable
both big and small game hun- locks that are the largest in
the area.
them to make their wildlife ting.
the world and will back up
• Today, visitors
to programs self-sustaining.
Letters from the public water for 72 Miles. This will
Columbus-Belmont Battlefield
Main points of
should be postmarked no form a lake of approximately
State Park can hike a trail
the permit program
earlier than Oct. 1, 1981 and 27,500 surface acres.
that winds through restored
1. Limit of 1000 permits to be contain the following:
This project is expected to
trenches used by the Con- sold: keyed to the carrying
1. A personal check or have a treMendous impact on
federate troops and view the capacity of 1 hunter per 25
cashier's cheek Made payable the hunting and fishing in Kenanchor and part of the chain acres.
to Westvaco Corp. in the tucky. Thousands of ducks and
that was stretched across the
2. Local residents priority: amount of $10. NO CASH geese used the Ohio 'river
Mississippi River.
Residents of-,Caldwell, Crit- WILL BE ACCEPTED and before but it was difficult to
--The shaded campground tenden, Livingston and Lao
will be promptly returned.
hunt them. Now it should realhas a beautiful view overlook- counties, will be given
2. --A self.-addressed, ly be a shot in the arm for
ing the Mississippi River and preference In the sale of perstamped evelope.
waterfowlers in the Imthe opposite bank. The cam- mits. This will be,accomplish3. Please use your full name mediate area and we should
pground has 38 sites; each ed by selling permits only to
and address.
get some of the carry over Or
‘--,with water, electrical hookup localresidents for a specified
and grill. Tn a central serviCe period of time prior to the. _4_ No more thait3 nomes_per transients to cheek out 14
letter.
,Lake.

Westvaco Announces
Changes In Hunting Policy

Al's
Home Improvement

40

-Quality Workmanship and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms

Rt. 5 Box 2059

t*

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

"We rover not only siding • but windows, door casings &
overhangs."

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

CI

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Murray

•however,

Fishing line

. If you, remember the great
fishing, Lake Barkley had to
offer the first two or three
years, you must get that old
hungry excited feeling just
knowing good times are corningagain!
Bill. McLemore envisions
another important area that
• will develop below the dam. A
tailwater access site will offer
boat launching and bank
fishing and, as part of a channel relocation project belOw
the dam, the corps 'of
engineers has installed a
series of wing dams to direct
the current and prevent bank
erosion.
These small rock structure's
jutt out into the river and
should be prime fish attract
tors for catfish, sauger, white
bass and crappie.
Launching ramps and'other
facilities are few and far
between on the river and
many are steep and in bad
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BUCKS
BODY SHOP
Anyth!:.- 4 Less Is Just A Ilar

I was a world away. The
woods were bright and fresh
and resplendent in fall's col-.
ors. A big fox squirrel searched nearby leaves for an acorn,
turning periodically to stare at
me and shake his puffy tail. I
sat motionless and watched up
the trail for deer.
I was a world away-until a
helicopter came blasting over
the treetops! Then artillery
pieces opened up somewhere
to the north. Machine gun fire
crackled,and another chopper
chugged overhead at a higher
altitude.
I was hunting at Fort Campbell, and the deer were .certainly more accustomed to the
military sounds than I was.
They have to be used to the
noise since they're treated to a
daily dose Of it. And they surMeier hunting is a popular pursuit at Fort Campbell, and these hunters wait for their
vive on Fort Campbell in great
numbers.
area assignments. When not being used for training troops, up to 00,000 acres are opened
"I'd say a close guess would
up for recreational use.
be between six and seven thouPhoto by W•de Bourne
sand deer in our herd," said
Sam Salyer, who supervises college hours prowling Fort cellent habitat and plenty KY 42223.
hunting and fishing on the , Campbell's back area. I found
game.
Last year more than 6,500
huge military reservation many changes from those
"To give you an idea of how Fort Campbell hunt-fish pernear Hopkinsville. I was in days, but one thing -is still the
many hunters we accom- -mits were sold, and the entire
Salyer's office in Fort Camp- . same.' The reason for the (ar- modate,so far this year-we've lump of money ($90,000) from
bell's "rear area," the 80,000 my) post's being is to house had 4,229 military hunting these fees was reinvested in
acres which serves as training and train troops, and this trips (one man, one day) and habitat improvement on the
grounds for the famed 101st, comes before 'everything 5,299 non-military trips. Last post. "That's a standing
Airborne Division. This rear • else," said Col. Jerry Den- year's deer harvest was 1,794 regulation," Salyer explained.
area is an enormous chunk of Irian, assistant post com- bucks and does. This year our "We have an on-going proprime wildlife habitat, and mander and my hunting part- ,deer season runs Oct. 11-Nov. gram of land management
when the troops aren't train- ner for the day. "So the 23,and Dec. 13-31. Hunters can maintained by the post
ing, much of the reservation is vailability of hunting space is take two deer,one in each seg- engineer's office. We have
available fortunug
governed by the needs of the
ment of the season," Salyer wildlife plantings, a land lease
"Deer and quail get more - training -sehedule-'-- He said - fonunented.
farming program, a controllattention than anything else," that the number of hunters
Hunting areas are assigned ed burning program."
Salyer said, but we,also effer allowed in the field fluctuates by two methods. Applications
He added that Ft. Camphunting for doves, rabbits, as''areas" rear area subdivi- are made and a drawing held bell's wildlife resources are
coons, and turkeys. Our hun- sions are opened or closed for for weekend' hunting. Spaces managed under scrutiny of
ting is available to anyone, maneuvers.
for weekday hunts are doled wildlife biologists from,Ken- .
military or civilian, who purHunting spaces are assigned out on a first-conie; first- tucky and Tennessee. (The
chases a $15 annual post per- • by Salyer's staff. Military per- • served basis the day prior to post is divided by the state
mit."
sonnel choose first,' and non- the desired hunt. Again, cer- line.) The biologists meet anThis trip was like a journey military hunters get what is tain provisions are followed to -nually, conduct wildlife
back in time-for me. I grew up left. Quite often,
give military personnel priori- surveys and draw up recom.nearby Clarksville, Ten- •what's left is a large bloek of- ty in area-assignments."More mendations for future
nessee, and I spent many pre- areas. All areas have ex- military members than non- seasons.
military hunt during the
Besides hunting, outdoor enweekends. But this situation is thusiasts at Fort Campbell
reversed during the week. can also find trap and skeet
Military personnel are usually ranges, field archery and
on. duty, and most hunters on broadhead archery ranges,
weekdays are civilians," campsites, field trials and
Salyer said. (No hunting is other facilities and events.
permitted on Mondays, or Most of These are open to
Ralph Jackson, the fishery need of repairihe Snlithland Tuesdays except on federal public use.,
biologist assigned to study the pool should have' five =Jo? holidays.)
Did I get a deer during my
Ohio, and BilI-McLemore, the access cites on the Ky. side
Salyer added that the ap- visit? Of course not. If I had,
biologist in.charge of fisheries built by the corps of engineers, plication proCedure and hun- I'd have started the story with
in the western end of Ken- then turned over to other ting regulations are fully ex- that bit of news as my lead.
tucky, agree that the "sponsoring" agencies for plained in a circular labeled But I did get an update on a
Smithland dam should maintenance.
CAM Cir 28-6. To get a copy of bonanza of outdoor recreaFor now lets fish Kentucky this circular write to: Head- tional opportunity. This is cerenhance an already good fish
weather
population in the river. Lake because its good
quarters, 101st Airborne Divi- tainly no walk-in-and-hunt
Largemouth bass, white bass, and good fishing for bass, sion, ATTN: Outdoor Recrea- area, but it's available for the
crappie, sauger, catfish and sauger and crappie.
tion Branch, Hunting and user who will take the time to
Happy Fishing!
bluegill show up in population
Fishing Unit, Ft. Campbell, learn the ropes.
studies that are being done
now.

900 Sycamdre
753-5142

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Ini.
641 South
753-1372

Hwy.641 North

753-6448
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One of, the nicest things
about a four wheel drive is the
ability to get somewhere that
most folks can't. That has its
obvious advantages. One of
the not so nice things about a
four wheel drive is the ability
to get stuck in some of the
hardest places in the country
to reach. That is a disadvantage because you've nearly
got to have another four wheel
drive or ajractor to get you
out.
We don't call names much in
the column because we learned a long time ago that when
you go to talking about other
folks and telling what you
know on them, they have a
very annoying habit of telling
what they know on you. That
might not be too much of a
problem if you're real proud of
everything you've done in
your past history; only in our
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ing into ice. They didn't have
case we're not.
John Doe was a pretty any problem getting to the
likable young fellow. He was a party but after they had
senior in high school, he stayed for a little while the two
played basketball on the star- .of. them decided they needed
ting team, and he was a four- to have some privacy for some
wheeler. In fact he had a
.pret- serious talking. John was
ty well fixed four wheel drive figuring to ask Mary to go'
truck. He was also mighty in- steady.
Mary lived in the country
fatuated with a girl we'll call
Mary Smith and that's What and she knew this little dirt
this story is all about. She was road not very far from her
a senior at another school, a house where they could park.
cheerleader, and pretty fond It would be muddy but that's
what four wheel drives are
of John.
for. Right? John just grinned
John and Mary had a date like a good old boy and said
one winter night and he went yes. They stopped in town and
over and got her-at her house, got some hamburgers and
driving that real fixed up four cokes and headed right on out.
wheel drive truck'. They told The roads weren't too slick for
her folks they were going to a the temperature Was staying
Christmas party over at right about freezing. It didn't
somebody's house. The night take too long to reach the little
was one of those where it dirt road. In fact, by looking
would snow for awhile and across the field they could
then rain a bit,most of it turn- have 'seen the lights from

I.

AT COLUMBUS — Andy and Linda Rogers, right, were vvagonmasters with Charlie
and Gayle Adams as assistants, for the campout held Oct. 17, 18, 19 at the Columbus
Belmont State Park by the Twin takers Good Sam Recreational Chapter of West KentuCky. Rogers conducted the Sunday morning worship services for the club with a
large group of campers also at Columbus joining in the hour long service. A potluck
supper was served on Saturday night at the Rogers'campsite. About 50 members and
guests were present from the local club. J. B. Burkeen, president, appointed Rogers,
Gayle Adams, and Larue Wallace to serve on the nominating committee. The club
voted to give $25 to the fund for the purchase of the laws of Life. Also pictured from
left are Fred Butterworth, Mr. Russell, Hugh Wallace, Mark Wilkerson, and Greg
Rogers. The club will have its next campout on Nov. 14, 15, and 16 at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park with Guy and June Cunningham as wagon masters and Grover and
Doris Burkett as assistants. A chili supper will be served 9n Saturday at the Cunningham campsite.
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Those four Mule Dem were taken by, loft to right, Dickle Farley, Larry Crank, Mark.
limy, Dan Gardner and Jr. Pittman while on a hunting trip to Colorado Tlse group was
camping and had ass onleyable trip oven though it was slistronsely cold. On. morning the
noon saki their milk was freezing between drinks.

Mary's home on a clear night.
The four wheel drive truck
easily made iLs,way down that
muddy little road, all the way
back.to the woods. John decided to turn it around where they
would be facing out if
somebody did accidentally
happen to come down it. That
turned out to be a mistake.
When he backed up the rear
bumper slipped over a stump
and caught. And the back
wheel was in the ditch. He
grinned and shifted into,four
wheel drive. The truck spun
but didn't go anywhere. John
frowne(I and -.!iitted into low
range. He really stomped the
gas this time. The truck moved. That is the front end slid
around and the front wheel on
the drivers side slid right off in
the ditch that the back one was
already in. The stump had
stayed put. John got out to
take a look. He got back in.
When the ground .was level
with the door handle he deeided they were stuck.
Mary's father had.a tractor.
John put that with the other
things he knew but really
wasn't interested in at. the
time. Where was-the nearest
neighbor? Mary's house was
to the right of the dirt road
about a hundred yards. _The
nearest neighbor was to the
left, nearly -a mile. He had a
tractor also. John Doe got out
and started walking. Sunday
shoes going right down in the
mud. He was cold and wet and
shivering by the time he
reached the blacktop. He
glanced down the road toward
Mary's house but he went the
lather way. No way was he going to have the girl's father
come pull him out where he'd
been parking with his
daughter. He was nearly blue
when he reached the
neighbors house a mile down
the blacktop.
He knocked on the door and
.Mr. Jones answered. After
hearing the situation, he said
he would be glad to come pull
them out, and would be down
there with .his.tractor just as
soon as he could ,get his insulated underweat on and his
boots. John thanked him and
started the long walk back.
Mister Jones went out to the
barn. He got up on the old tractor and pushed the starter.
The battery was dead. He
went back in the house and
called Mister Smith who was
closer anyway, to see if he
would mind helping the two
youngsters out. No, he didn't
know who the boy was. Mister
Smith said he'd be glad to
help. Mister Jones went back
to watching television. --- The moral of this story is
that you needto-- be careful of
what neighborhood you do
your fourwheeling in. Mary's
father still laughs about it.
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.

They say a picture is worth
a thousand words, well I sure
hope so because I am about
out of words.
Check out the two pictures
,with the old bearded wonderhimself. Dan Gardner in them.
In one he is with a good looking girl from Overby Honda:
Each year the American Honda Motor Co. participates with
local dealers in donating a
Honda motorcycle to the fund
raising banquets of the local
Ducks Unlimited committees.
This year the local dealer
Overby Honda has donated a
ATC110. As the local chapter
has done for several years, the
motorcycle will be sold to the
highest bidder at the banquet.
Dan is also holding an auction item, it is a hand carved
wood canvasback decoy with
the D.U. seal formed in the
bottom of this decoy. In the
- background you can see some
of the 17 wildlife prints that
will be sold atthe Banquet. 41,11
of these items are on display
at the Bank of Murray
downtown. If you want to take
a look at the decoy see Tom
Rushing because it is in the
vault. I .can't tell you how
much it is really worth, but I
can tell you that it has sold for
over 8500.00 at banquets that
have already been held up in
Illinois.
The other picture with Dan
and Rick McGee shows the
D.U.shotgun.
About all I can say is go out
to Big Mac's Sporting Goods
and see it for yourself.
However, word has it that
Gene Starks has his eye on it.
Gene purchased the D.U.commemorative shotgun last year
for one of his children;he has
two children what more can I
say.
•
;
The banquet will be held one
week from today starting at
6:00 p.m. at the Jaycee:

A smiling Dan Gardner (left) and Rick McGee show off this years Ducks Unilinsted Commemorati•• shotgun. Weatherby has custom built 1,250 of those Delux• Contusion II D. U
commemorativ•s. Ther• beautiful shotguns carry a special serial number sequenc• and
are pack aqui la a fitted luggage style carrying cam
Photo by Chortl• AtcKonotty

Tammy Smith representing Overby Honda and Dan Gardner chairman of the local chapter of Ducks Unlimited with sorne of the items that will be auctioned at the
I Ducks
Unlimited banquet. All the b•autiful Items may be seen at the Bank of Murray downtown.
Photo by ChorlItMatomooly

Center. ThaVs Saturday night
Nov. 15th out on Highway 121,
and bring lots of money, the
duckS needit to sutvive. '

Tickets can still be purchas- members. See you at the baned at the Bank of Murray from quet.
Tom Rushing, local sporting _ May all your hunting be safe
goods stores', and most D.U. and enjoyable.

Hunter Education
Course To Be Held
A free hunter education
course will be held Nov. 13-15
at 7 p.m.-10 located at Camp,
John Currie, Fairdealing. .
The course, sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife • Resources,
will include classroom instruction in firearm safety,
sportsmanship, hunter ethics,
first aid and outdoor survival.
The last session will feature
actual range firing and practice with both firearms and archery equipment.
Those successfully completing the course will receive
safe hunter certificates valid
in any of the 29 states where
such certification is required.
Completion of this or a similar
hunter education course is
also a requirement for those
youngsters participating in

the youth deer' hunt at LandBetween-the. Lakes and
hunters under 16 years of age
at Ft. Knox and Ft. Campbell.
Attendance at all three sessions is required for certification.
Any person, 10 years of age
or eider, who is interested in
the shooting sports or wants to
become a safer hunter is
welcome to attend. For additional information, contact
Brian R. Bullock at 753-9718.
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▪ •
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Borsoloss Catfish
Buffalo

•
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On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
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Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
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Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
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Specializing in servicing fires & 4 W.I. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410N.4th
753-6779

a py Holiday Travelrinc

-

9-6
Tues Sot

Fresh or Frozen— Wholesale or Retail

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

DON McatIRE

759-1208

•

Darnell Marine Sales
NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell

New Ownership

Formerly Wotrn s Fosh Market

Where "Service Is Our Business
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ADAMS
FISH MARKET

:502 474-2245 or 474-
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Marshall County Breaks Away
From Murray High In 48-0 Romp

BATTLING FOR TOUGH YARDAGE - Murray tailback Tim Foster (33), playing his last
game,goes up the middle for part of his 40 yards in the Tigers'48-0 loss.

TROY KAMES (44) heads upheld against Murray's Eddie Requarth (42) while Jeff Chadwick(78)enters the play from the background.

By DAVID HIBBITES
Sports Editor
BENTON - If the team, that
walloped Murray, 48-0, last
night was not Paducah
Tilghman or Ft. Campbell in
disguise, it is time for a closer
look at the milestone reached
in Marshall County's consummate display as it eontroled
the entire game.
It was to be a Marshall
County night(min the beginning_ when John Gold took the
opening kickoff and had some
daylight before stuinbling at
his own 40-yard line.
Two plays later, senior
quarterback Bruce Ford nailed Kerry Henson, who took off
for 35 yards to the Murray 35.
From there, Troy Krames hit
the left sideline again and just
Outran the Tiger defense.
If there was any belief on
the next series that the Marshals were going to stagger
around :after two lapses by
Ford on a busted run and an
underthrown pass, he erased
therh by somehow keeping his
balance while going down in
the arms of Murray tacklers
and got his pitch Jeff Powell
for an 11-yard touchdown run
and what proved to be an insurmountable 14-0 lead.
back,
came
Murray
however, as it did-against
Tilghman last week to move
down the field behind a 12yard run by tailback Tim
-Foster and back-to-back
passes to Mike Gough to reach
the Marshall County 34.
.But after three plays netted
no yardage, Murray quarterback Greg Morton threw high
for Robin Roberts only to have
Ford take the ball away for
the interception at the 20.
The outcome was sealed
when Barry Meadows broke
through the left side of the line
a few plays later and again
had too much speed for Murray as he went the final 56

Grimes Scores Three TDs As
Tilghman Rolls Over Owensboro
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AM ',Randy Grimes scored three
touchdowns and rushed for 119
yards to lead Paducah
Tilghman to a 40-14 victory
over Owensboro in high school
football playoff action Friday
night.
Paducah Tilghman,
No. -1 in
the latest Associated Press
State -AAAA poll, remained
unbeaten with a 10-0 record
while Owensboro, ranked No.
2, fell to 9-2 in the Region 1
playoff.
Among other top-ranked
teams in the AP polls,
Louisville Moore downed
unranked Louisville Ballard

19-14 in a Jefferson County
AAAA firStround playoff
game; unranked Conner stunned
and
top-ranked
undefeated Newport 21-16 in
Class AAA Region 3, District 1
playoff action; Fort Campbell, ranked first in Class AA,
downed No. 2 Mayfield in a
Region 1, District 1 playoff,
and Owen County,ranked first
in Class A, downed Beth
Haven 46-6 in regular season
play.
The Paducah-Owensboro
game was tied 7-7 when
Paducah's Mike Landsen
punt
blocked
by
a
Ow'ensboro's Glendell Miller

JV Racers To Meet
Ft. Campbell Monday
'Murray State's junior varsity football team will host the
Ft. Campbell military team
Monday with kick-off set for
7:30 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium. There will be no admission charge.
"It will be a good experience
for some of our young
players," said Murray State
coach Mike Gottfried. "And it
will provide the coaching staff
an opportunity to see our
young players in game like
conditions."
The Racer roster will include Winston Ford, Mike

I

Borowiak, Russ Denstorff and
Lee Alford at quarterback,
Jeff Mays, Greg Wright and
Terry Suggs at running back
with Chris Biggers, Jerry
Powell, Ronnie F'ike and Stan
Trice at the receiver spots.
Among the defensive standouts-for the Racer junior varsity squad will be linebacW
Nicky Swift, safety - Victor
Watkins, tackle Joe Wan-en
and end Neil Williams.
It will be the first junior varsity game for Murray State
this season.

Far Lands
Travel Agency
announces that

Marjorie and William S. Major
are no longer associated with FAR LANDS TRAVEL
AGENCY.
Clients ;nth p_ending reservations booked
tfirough-therii with FAR 101155 TRAVEL'AGENCY bre
requested to phone or see Margarita Marsden,
General Manager at 753-4646.

By

yards before being dragged
down as he cleared the end
zone with 53 second left in the
quarter.
Two 'more second quarter
touchdowns left the halftime
score at 34-0 before Murray
came back in the second half
to-thwart more drives.
"This was our best game all
the way around," Doc Sanders
said."Our team has really improved through the year.
"It tears me up to see Ford
graduate, I think he had a
great game tonight. He ran
the option and pitched out
well."
For Marshall County, the
direction has become catching
with the three teams who sent
it to defeat this year.
"We would like to change
our program to progressing
with teams like Tilghman,
Mayfield and Caldwell County," Sanders said. "We like to
think we can compete with
these people."
.
"
Murray, which again had
.w.". 1
the effort but not the quick
Ir. •
bursts of speed that Marshall
County had in abundance, will
be reevaluating its schedule
from which those same teams
could be omitted.
BREAKING LOOSE FOR SIX - Kevin Holt (26) springs through the Marshall County
"They have a good
line for another touchdown in his team's 48-0 win.
. coach John
ballclub," MurraY
Hina said about the
dominating show by the Marshals. "They got a couple ,of
touchdowns on us real quick.
"We could not muster any
kind of offense. They got after
us all the way..
"Our boys wanted to win.
We did a good job preparing
By DICK MINSTER
argue with Cunningham.
sat out the fourth period.
for them, but it was a matter
AP Sports Writer
"The 76ers bench wiped us
"When yolire up by 20
When Coach Billy Cunn- out," said Fitzsimmons. "We points, I guess I can rest,"
of doing it.
"I want to assure the foot- ingham says his Philadelphia have to get a bench. At the said Erving, not at all disapball fans of Murray High that 76ers played their - "best present time we don't have pointed over occupying a spot
we will be back. I am proud of game" this season it's time to one."
on the bench.
the kids. I just wish we could sit up and take notice, because
The victory enabled the
Kansas City, which fell to 6have gone out on a better note. the National Basketball 76ers to remain two games in 10, got plenty of scoring from
"There will be another day Association's Atlantic Divi- front of New York, a 124-115 its front-line players. Phil
sion leaders haven't played winner over Denver. Ford and Otis Birdsong each
for us."
The totals for this day, many bad ones.
Elsewhere, Washington netted 23 points and Scott
They have in fact won 10 routed
however, were all in favor of
Detroit 114-88, Wechnan added 22.
Marshall County. The Mar-- straight games and 11 of 13 Milwaukee edged Boston 102Slials had 416 total yards to, starts this season, with the 101, Los Angeles shelled
Bucks 102, Celtics 101
Murray's 137. .
latest being a 117-100 victory Dallas 126-102, Chicago
Milwaukee won its 12th
Ford was the catalyst of the over Kansas' City Friday defeated Atlanta 103-100, game in 15 starts when Bob
Marshals' offense with 59 night. And they did it this time Portland whipped Golden Lanier, Marques Johnson and
yards passing on four comple- with their bench,led by Bobby State 122-113 and Seattle rip- Quinn Buckner combined for
tions in seven attempts and Jones, who had 23 points.
ped San Diego 113-94.
five free throws in the final 61
357 yards rushing.
"Bobby Jones played his
Jones said the key to his suc- seconds. The Bucks, who had
Ford was joined in his best game of the season and it cess in coming off the bench a 10-game winning streak
team's 357 yard rushing effort was the best game we've was to get into the flow of the snapped by Detroit earlier in
by Powell's 86 yards in 11 car- played," said Cunningham. game quickly.
the week, blew a 16-point lead
ries and Meadows'79 yards in "It was truly a team effort by
"Tonight I had a fast start and then had to rally from a
10 people and Clint Richard- and I did so," he explained. six-point deficit in the final
six rushes.
For Murray, Foster led the son and Andrew Toney did "For me it all developed into a quarter to claim the victory.
rushing with 40 yards in 15 quite well for us tonight."
snowball effect."
Junior Bridgeman scored 12
Kings' Coach Cotton Fitzcarries while Albert Ball had
The 76ers got 16 points from of his 20 points in the final
simmons wasn't about to Toney and Julius Erving, who quarter.
18 yards in seven tries.
Morton threw six times for
two completions and 24 yards 5'
while Bill Shelton put the ball
up 10 more times for three
more completions and 38
yards.
Gough was the'. Tigers'
leading receiver with four
receptions for 51 yards.

76ers' Bench Leads Them To
Will Over Kansas City 117-100

in the second play of the se- downed Louisville F'airdale 24cond period and Paducah 6.
recovered the ball on the
- State AAAA: No, 3
Owensboro 3-yard line.
Ashland, 9-3, defeated CampTwo plays later, Grimes ran bell County 38-7 in a Region 4
across for a touchdown. And playoff, and Lexington Henry
with 33 seconds left in the half, Clay blanked No. 5 Madison
Paducah quarterback Clay Central 23-0 in a Region 3
Parker hit Geoff Parker with playoff. No. 4 Bowling Green,
a 55-yard touchdown pass.
its season completed, did not
Owensboro made a com- play.
eback effort after the half,
- Class AAA: No. 2 Woodrecovering a Paducah fumble ford County, 11-0, beat Monand scoring on a 4-yard tgomery County 34-28; No. 4
touchdown pass from Larry Union County, 9-2, rolled over
Vanover to Miller to cut the Owensboro Apollo, and No. 5
Tilghman lead to 20-14.
- Danville, 8-3, was a 47-28 vicBut late in the third period, tor over Boyle County.
Tilghman's Landsen blocked
another Miller punt, Grimes
ran 3 yards for another
touchdown, and Owensboro
never again mounted a serious
challenge.
Tilghman will play in State
AAAA semifinal action next
Friday against Shelby County,
SAN,NTONIO,Texas(AP) Bynum of Dallas saw it 97-95
which defeated North Hardin -Former heavyweight cham- for Cobb and Judge Chuck
41-7 for the State AAAA pion Ken Norton, fighting on
Hasset of Norton's hometown
Region 2 title.
instinct and fortitude in the
of Los Angeles cast the
Shelby County's leading final round, pounded out a
deciding 96-95 for Norton.
rusher, Leonard Sullivan, suf- close split decision over
Norton, 36, came out of a 16fered a rib injury last week younger, bigger and
month retirement and lost 35
and was out of action but undefeated Randall "Tex" pounds to enter the ring at a
Coach Tom Becherer said Cobb in a late Friday night trim 218, while Cobb, 24, of
"We played a pretty good bout.
Abilene, Texas, weighed in at
game." William May gained
Norton, wobbly kneed and
225 pounds.
153 yards in 17 carries and exhausted from countering
The younger fighter was in
scored two touchdowns to lead Cobb's devastating left jab, complete command of the first
the attack.
barely stumbled to his corner three rounds, punching his left
It took an overtime period at the end of the ninth round. fist into Norton's face at will
and a Steve Kimberland But he summoned enough
while the older fighter sought
touchdown for unbeaten Bard- strength to batter the equally the ropes and attempted to
stown, No. 3 in the Class AA tired and lumbering Cobb with cover up. Cobb appeared to
poll, to defeat Fort Knox 13-6 a series of -uppercuts in the
have Norton, the former
for the Region 2, District 1 ti- center of the ring and capture World Boxing Association
tle.
the 10th and deciding round.
champion, in trouble but lackMeade Courin got three
Referee Tony Perez.of New ed the speed to land contouchdowns and 209 yards York scored the match 97-94 secutive left,s and rights to the
rushing froeKevin McKelvy for Norton, Judge Spider dodging veteran.
to defeat Larue County 36-6 in
the Class .AAA Region 2,
District 1 playoff.
Louisville' Bishop I/avid,
ranked third in Jefferson
County AAAA, plays unranked
In Thursday's Ledger & Times
Iroquois. and fourth-ranked
Owen's Food Market had a
Louisville St. Xavier fares fifthranked Butler in Saturday_
wistake..,The_. Duncan Hines.Cake_
-night playntf garner
.
cpecial
should not have been ad. In other games involving
ranked teams:
vertised. Owen's is sorry for Any in- Jefferson County AAAA:
convenience.
No. 2 Louisville Trinity,
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MEET BOB BLAKE

Norton's Instinct
Leads To Decision

*NOTICE*

IN MI
tumblir
of the

Bob Blake, former Pontiac Dealer of Mayfield and presently sales manager at Purdom Olds-Pont.-Cadillac of Murray. Extends a cordial invitation to his many Pontiac
owners throughout the purchase area to call him for any personal assistance they may
need in the automotive field. Bob feels that his present position offers him an excellent opportunity to meet the needs of a broader spectrum of buyers • not only with
Pontiac, but also with Oldsmobile and Cadillac. If given the chance he wants to assure
you he can save you money. Call hid' any evening in Mayfield at 247-7493 or during
the day at:

PURDO'
'

•

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
Satisfied Customers Are Our

Maim Concern
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Mistakes Haunt Lakers Again
As Fulton City Converts, 21-0

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
• 1 ENNLn
STOCKHOLM , Sweden I App
Bjorn
Borg advanced to the grairterfuols of
the 8175,000Stockholm Open with a 6-2.6J victory over Heinz Gunthardt. then
sus fined 8500 fur the second time for
sluppuig a press conference
to other action, Gene Mayer scored a
6-2, 6-1 victory over Butch Walls,
France's Yannick Noah downed Victor
Amaya 7-5, 6-3. and Per Hjertquist beat
US Eriksson in an all-Swedish match 6-2
6-4
HONG KONG )APp
Ivan Lend! of
Czechoslovakia defeated Terry Moor 6-2.
6-1 to reach the semifinals of the 870,1100
Hong Kong Tennis(lasso.
In other quarterfinal action,
Jaime Fillol overcame Tom Gulbkson 36. 6-3, 6-3, Brian Teacher beat
Amtraban Peter McNamara 6-3, 7-6 and
Look Sanders of the Netherlands
_defeated Vmce Van Patten 6-k t)0,
_
in -ffa -Simnel:a semifinals, Wendy
Tomball of Austffilia beat Sharon Walsh
6-1, 6-2 and Marcie Inane upset Susan
Lett of Australia 7-5. I-6,6-4
GOLF
KAWANISHI, Japan 1AP ) - Toni
Purtzer maintained the individual* lead
after two rounds of the U S -Japan golf
competition, but Japan increased its
team leadto 24strokes
'
Purtzer fired a 2-under-par 70 tort 136
total and a one-struke lead ante Ism
Aoki, Nomo Suzuki and Haruo Yasuda
In the learn competition. Japan held a
commanding 1,114-1,138 lead.
MELBOURNE Australia ) AP 1 - Ken
Brown, a littleknown Englislunan, card'

e

NBA Standings

or • 1 J6 iota) and a 1stroke lead over A u.stralia's Greg Norman halfway through the $175,600 Mayne
Nuidess Got Tournament
HANAYASHJK I. Japan 'AF,
len
(•arbact shot a 6-underpar 68 to take a 2stroke lead after the first round of the
5175.1.01 Mazda-Japan Golf Classic
Americans 'Barbara Barrow, Viclu
t-ergon and Sally Little and Japanese
veteran Yuku Murmur-hi all shared second place with 4-under Ras
Lulaler -}ber

catimu CaMliffeller

Aurae DOOM,

irst down on two carries for 12
W
L
Pet GB By STEVE BECKER
Philadelphia
11
2
146
ard.s.
Sports Writer
Nevi Yoct
8
3
727
2
Darnell's was called again,
Huston
7
The mistakes and inex5
50
3'1
New Jersey
5
9
357
61
/
2
perience that have haunted and the diminutive halfback
5
9
Watlangloo
357
6ci
darted
19
yards
to
the
Fulton
Calloway County all season
Cobol LIMO=
MM•aukee
r2 3 AD3
were again responsible for a 18. It ,was the longest Laker
iimikusz
8
5
615
3
Laker defeat as three fumbles run of the night.
Chicago
6
7
462
5
Disaster struck- on the next
Atlanta
led to Fulton City's three
5
9
257
6,
,
(levelled
4 12
250
8'.
touchdowns in a 21-0 triumph. play, with the change in
Detnet
2 12
143
9',
Calloway closes out the • momentum costing Calloway
Western Othereace
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tAP1
Here is
the game.
Mideast Division
season with a 1-10 record.
how the top Kentucky high school teams
San
Moro
11
3
786
Workman, straining to gain
in the Associated Press football poll
• We were plagued by
9
5
643
2
Ulak'r
fared this weekend
fumbles tonight," Laker head an extra yard, was belted by
Houton,
4
6
400
5
JefferseaCe AAAA
lienver
5
8
796
.
cgach Sam Harp said. "We two Fulton defenders. The
1 Lou Moore 11-01 beat LOU Ballard
Kansas (.1ty
13 10
575
0
•
_
__
had a lot of,young people. in resulting fumble was scooped
Dallas
2 13
133
2. Lou Trendy 10-1 beat Lou Faintale
Peak levithe
there because of our injuries." up by the Bulldogs and the on24*,
Phoenix
11
2
946
3 Lou Bishop David ,9i) plays Lou
A Laker fumble on the se- ly Laker scoring threat of the
Ina Aromas
11
3
786
Iroquois on Saturday.
cond play froni scrimmage evening was thwarted.
Golden Mate
8
6
571
1..
4 lou St Xavier 8-2. plays LOU
Seattle
7
9
436
"That
the
was
turning
opened the door for the first
Butler on Saturday
besides,,
3
8
316
6
leu
Butler
)8-2
Harp
plays
point,"
Lao St Sevier
said. "We were
Fulton City touchdown.
Portia.]
5
8
385
6
un Saturday
Fridey's Games
On the. 22-yard line, in the game then. If we had
State AAAA
102,
Miwaukee
Bolton
101
• 1 -Paducah Tilghman )1D-0i beet
Calloway quarterback John -tied it; if would have' been a
Philadelphia 117. Kansas (At} 100
Owensboro 40-14
Washington 114, beiloil 88
Farris and halfback Tommy different ball game. You can't
.2, Owensboro i9-2). lost to Paducah
RUSTY
Curtin
Greg
defender
MCKENZif
Fulton
against
City
as
running
Oa)
for
looks
Los Angeles 126, Dallas 102
Workman botched the second, fault Tommy; he was running
Tilghman 40-14.
Chicago
103, Atlanta 18111
(88)
tries
for
the
tackle.
3 Ashland 19-31 beat Campbell County
down handoff. The Bulldogs with authority.
New York 124, Denver 115
28-7.
"We had analyzed where
Portland 122, Golden State 113
off-season,. we are going to They have One through four where-in .the state of Kenpounced on the ball at the
4 Bowling Green 19-2), season comSeattle 113. San Diego 91
they were hurting us during
pleted
start a winter-weight pro- hard years in this program, tucky.
Laker 21.
Seemby's Games
5.
Madison
19-3
)
lost
Central
to
Las
halftime.
discovered
We
also
Dallas at Detroit
gram, something 'we have practicing in a field when it
Led by triple-threat quarter"Coaches
Simpson.
Henry Clay 234.
Atkuta
at
New Jersey
we
up
could
that
the
run
midnever had here. We want to first started.
back Greg Greer, Fulton took
Stonecipher, Orr and Elliott
Class AAA
Ice Angeles at San Antonio
1, Newport 11-1 i lost to Conner 21-16.
the ball down to the 8 in three dle. We really needed that strengthen these' kids and try
By The Associated Press
have
done
a
Denver at Chicago
tremendous
job
"They have come a long
2 Woodford County, E l 141 beat MonFriday Games
Phoenix at Wotan
to avoid some of the injuries
straight plays up the Calloway score."
tgomery County 34-28.
way. We are going to miss this year. Most people do liot
Cleveland at Kansas CU)
Playoffs
After the Laker defense that hurt us this year.
3. Fort Thomas Highlands (9-1),
middle.
realize
the
amount
of
time
and
Jefferson
Co
New Yoe at Utah
AAAA
them.
.
completed
season
Moore 19. Ballard 14
Sim Diego at Penland
Faced with a first-and-goal, again smothered Fulton and
effort that they have put in.
4. Union County )9-2 beat Owensboro
Trimly 24, Fairdale 6
Indiana at Golden State
"The hardest thing about
the Laker defense tightened. forced the punt, misfortune
Apollo
"We are looking forward to
-We are a young coaching
40-23
• • •
Simdm's Comes
5. Danville I(-3) beat Boyle County 47Three plays found the visitors again' struck the Calloway losing the final game is that next vixir Wc have 17111 is st.Itt and we are going to grow
State AAAA '
Chicago vs. Boston at Hartford,
Ashland 38. Campbell Co 7
we are a tso•losing our seniors.
Philadelphia at Mbraukee
on the 1. Rather than settling ranks.
.! with these kids."
Class AA
Lex Henry Clay 23, Madison Cent 0
Motley's Grow
On a third and 27 situation
),Fort Campbell 111-01 beat Mayfield.'
for the field goal, Greer took
Paducah Tilgthman 40, Owensboro 14
Indiana at Utah
1-44.
plays
three
after
the
Bulldog
Shelby
Co
41,
N
Hardin
7
the ball in himself, worming
2. Mayfield 19-2) lost to Foul Campbell
• •
into the end zone to score by punt, Farris bobbled the snap
14-7.
State AAA
3.
Bardstown 114) beat Fort Knox 13Ercim
Fulton
center.
again
inches.
Conner 21. Newport 16
By The Associated Press
6 tOT I.
Meade Co 36, Larue Cot
BASEBALL
Greer's kick gave the seized the errant ball, this
4.
Glasgow i 11-1 I beat Green County
Whitley Co 42, Estill Co 12
American League
time
on
the Calloway 8.
33-13.
Bulldogs a 7-0 lead With just
• •• •
BOSTON RED SOS - Named 1 et5.
Pikeville
19-1),
did
not
play.
Three plays later, Greer
State AA
Stange pitching coach
3:59 gone in the contest.
Class A
Carroll Co 36 ECutee in
BASKETBALL
The score was to.be the only snuck in for his second1. Owenwity I 9-i, beat Beth Haven
Glasgow 33, Green Co 13
Nadia* Basketball Association
46-6.
,
•• • •
one of the half for either squad touchdown of the night. The
ATLANTA HAWKS - Placed Wayne
2 Paintsville 8-2 beat Fleming-Neon
Slate A
Rollins, center, on the injured list Ac.as the Lakers began to solve Bulldog signal caller con21-14.
Cumberland 7, Williamsburg 0
tivated Tommy Burleson, center
3
Cumberland
t 10-1 I
beat
the Fulton City offense. Led by verted the extra point for a 14Paintsville 21,Fleming-New 14
FOOTBALL
Williairulburg 7-0.
•• • •
Method Football League
defensive ends Tony Hendon 0 Fulton lead,
4. Russellville 8-2) beat Fulton CounRegular Season'
GREEN BAY PACKERS - Signed
Three
minutes
later,
ty 27-3. ,
! and Rusty • McKenzie,
Bardstown 13, Ft Knox 6 OT)
-Ken Brown, center. Released Steve
5. Paris )6-5 beat Bourbon County 11Calloway racked up four another Calloway 'fumble set
Bellevue 34, Nicholas Co 13
Pisarnewicz, quarterback_ Waived Bill
Danville
47,
Boyle
Troup, quarterback, off the injured
Co
28
up
the
final
Fulton
City,
tackles behind the line in the
Dixie Heights 28, Beechwood 14
reserve list.
touchdown,
coming on the
first half.
Ft Campbell 14. Mayfield 7
NEW YORK GIANTS - Waived Mike
Frankfort 24, Hancock Co 7
McCoy,defensive lineman.
•
The Laker offense was just well-worn wingback reverse.
Franklan-Simp
14,
NEW
Barren
YORK JETS-Signed Eric CunCo
8
as ineffeetive with blown Darnell fumbled the handoff
Fulton City 21,CALIDWAY COO
ningham.offensive guard.
Garrard Co 78. Wayne Co 14
assignments and "look-out" from Farris and Fulton
HOCKEY
•
. Harrison Co 19. Scott Co 7
Nalimel Hockey league
recovered on the Laker 15, .
'blocks Stalling el/0Y drive.
10-2743
Hazard 50, Johns Creek 8
WASHINGTON CAPITALS - AcHalfback William Jones
Team
W
L
Calloway took the secondHeath 36, Ballard Mem 3
quired Rick Smith, defenseman, on
J&SOtI
23
9
Marshall Co 48, MURRAY 11
waivers from the Detroit Red Wings.
half kickoff and mounted its took it in on the first play- for
Public
Ice
22
10
McLean Co 12, Todd Co Cent 6
Randy Thornton
21
11
best drive of the evening. Run- the third Bulldog ,score.
Owen Co 46, Beth Haven 6
•
Murray Appliance
201
/
2 11'2
Paris 11, Boutbon Cot
ning strictly up the middle of Greer's kick closed the scorBurger Queen
20
12
By The Aasocisted Press
Prestonsburg 21, Raceland II
Colonial Bread
14
18
the Bulldog defense, the ing.
Campbell Cookreece
Richmond Madison 14, Harrodsbwg 7
Mutual of Omaha
17
15
.'Our
played
defense
real
Lakers strung together six
Patti& Python
.
Russellville 27, Fulton Co3
PagliaiS
161
/
2 15,
1
* L T GF GA Pts
good
football,"
Tomplunsstille 8, Ca verna 0
Harp said.
Motor Parts
16
16
consecutive first downs.
Philadelphui
9
3
2
Trigg
59
35 20
Co
33,
&Grain
Dakota
16
16
Feed
Crittenden
Co
14
Craig. Darnell got the first "They did not give up the
N.Y benders
6 5 3 53 55 15
• Coleman Realty
Union Co 40, Owensboro Apollo Zt 15
17
DeVantis
6 5 3 51 55 15
In 191
CathlrY
/
2
Washington Co 35. Anderson Co6
two- on a couple of wingback scores; the offense gave -up'
AD-PURPOSE QUARTERBACK Greg Greer (12) of Fulton City lunges for more
yarWashington
Mr.-Gattle
111
/
2 201
3 5 5 43 C 11
/
2
Webster Co 15, Reidland 13
reverses. The sophomore the three touchdowns."
dage in his team's 21.0 win.
Solo's Market
11
N.Y. Rangers
21
3 9 2 47 66 8
Woodford Co 34, Montgomery 07o28
Leoking back on the season,
Kay Mart Mato
10
22
speedster took the second
Smythe Dhaka
Jones Masa
6
26
St Lam
8 3 3 52 * 19
Harp expressed confidence in
reverse to the Calloway 41.
HIGH TEAM GAME t SC )
Vancouver
8 4 2 57 44 18
Burger Queen
•
917
Three plays later, the the Laker fire.
Owego
6 5 3 54 54 15
Colonial
Bread
899
I"You always feel that you
Colorado
6
5 3 52 54 15
Lakers faced a fourth down
Mutual of Omaha
892
Edmonton
3 5 5 43 * 11
HIGH TEAM GAME t NCI
and a foot at midfield. Farris could have,done more," he
Wthupeg
1
7
4 47 60 fi
Colonial Bread
1057
called his own number and said. "We have built a good,
Wales Cookreme
Kay Mart Auto
1045
Nana
Widen
solid
foundation
for
the
Colonial
footBread
1032
barely scratched out the inLot Angeles
10 2 I 40 43 24
HIGH TEAM SERIFS(SC)
ches necessary to keep the ball program, we need to start
Hartford
5 5 4 47 59 14
Burger Queen
2968
building from here.
Montreal
Colonial Bread
5 7 1 52 44 It
2506
drive alive.
J&S
Pittslargh
Oil
By
HERSCHE
ot
L
NISSENSON
1
2106
7 2 50 80 10
course.
are
last-appearance
the
backs
the
more
only
outrule
and
on
would be
"I am looking forward to the
Workman earned the next
HIGH TEAM CFRIES
Detroit
3 9 1 43 57 7
AP Sports Writer
Imbeatemmtied mafarlEaMs. tide.
-invoked,
Burger Queen
2992
Adams Milian
In major league baseball, it
2967
-This is gut-check time,"
Meanwhile, Norte Dame'
Buffalo
Nebraska and Oklahoma Kay Mart Auto
8 2 2 45 30 18
Bread
2980
Minnesota
7 2 2 49 32 16
would be a league president's puts its new No.1 ranking on said Bear Bryant. "Losing is are both unbeaten in Big Eight ColonialHIGH
IND.GAME(SC)
.
Toronto
7 4 1 55 50 15
delight. But in-college football, the line by visiting, Georgia never good for a -team .in my action while Ohio State, Anthony Fike
222
Quebec
1 8 4 45 ea 6
Hargrove
214
Buxton
a five-way scrap for a con- Tech, third-ranked Florida opinion, and this is a test of the Miehigan and Purdue are T.C.
2 9 1 31 42 5
Dan Jones
214
Fridth's
Games
HIGH IND. GAME IBC)
ference championship and a State entertains Virginia Tech character and pride we have, overwhelming favorites to
Edmonton 4, Winnipeg 2
Anthony Fike
264
bowl bid sends folks scurrying and No.4 Southern California of what we are made of. We boost their Big Ten records to T.0.
Vancouver 3, Munesota 2
Hargrove
240
Saturday's Games
239
to the history books to find out plays at Stanford. The rest of can go on and have a real fine 6-0. Baylor leads the John Hill
Philadelphia at Hartford
HIGH
who went where when.
The Associated Press Top Ten season or we can become very Southwest conference at 5-0 T.C. HargroveIND.SERIES(SC) 605
Bleak, at Washington
Slimes at Calgary
579
If that sounds confusing, it's are all at home - Kansas mediocre very quick. We just ahead of 4-1 Houston, Charlie Harrison
Jon Carpenter
Lth Angeles at Montreal
567
no more scrambled than the State at No.5!! Nebraska, Il- could lase our next three game which visits Texas.
HIGH IND.SERIES ,HC)
(brag° at NS' Islanders
683
mixed doings in the linois at No:7 Ohio State, very easily."
The Saturday night schedule T.C. Hargrove
Detroit at Pittsbirgh
Anthony Fike
683
NIt' Rangers at Vancouver
Southeastern Conference, Oregon at No.8 UCLA,
ISU's Jerry Stovall is in his finds Mississippi College at Jim
Bury
661
Toronto at Colorado
HIGH AVERAGES
which annually sends Louisville at No.9 Pitt and first season as a head coach Northeast Louisiana, West
Sunday's Games
Mark Mclemore
184
Slimes at Edmonton
Alabama to the Sugar Bowl to North Carolina State at-No.10 but having competed against Carolina at Tennessee- Dan
Jones
163
Washington
at Buffalo
Ron
Hesselrode
183
Bryant as a.player and assis- Chattanooga,! Arkansas State
win or lose another national Penn State.
.
Petal:argil at Bogen
Bob Brown
180
championship while everyone
tant coach he has heard the at Lamar, California at Charlie
Quebec at Flelade/pha
Harrison
180
In the Second Ten, No.11
Mnnesota at Clucago
179
else fights it out for second
Bear do - enough poor- Arizona State,San Diego State Lynnag Dixon
Tomato at Wow"
Oklahoma is at Kansas, No.12
Evans
179
place.
mouthing to have some of it at Hawaii and Wyoming at Garry
Charles
Chilcutt
Monday's Come
178
Non Pace
NV Rangers at law Angeles
178
But a -ftinny thing happened Michigan atpliVisconsin, North rub off.
Nevada-Las Vegas.
Stale at No.13 Brigham
Texas
"All year we have looked to
to Alabama last week as the
Young, No.14 North Carolipa- • the
Crimson Tide began the
defensive unit for leaderat Clemson, The Citadel 'at ship,"
stretch run for what it hoped
Stovall says. ''But
South Carolina,' ArkanNo.15
would be an unprecedented
things might be a little difBaylor,
No.16
Iowa at ferent
IN MIDAIR - Calloway County's Kirk Starks (32)goes
third consecutive national sas at
this weekend. . Our
tumbling to the turf as Darren Paschall tries to stay out
championship. Alabama was No.17 - Purdue and No.18 defensive unit is pretty bangderailed by Mississippi State, Southern Methodist at Rice. " ed up. We'll be taking 37 nonof the way.
As a result of the -loss to
turning the SEC chase into an
lettermen on the Alabama
Mississipi State, Alabama on- trip.
all-out
battle
royale
among
CHNI
IN
ly
streaks
going.
has
two
still
Georgia and Louisiada State,
•' "There is n'
doubt about it.
Down the drain went the Crimboth 4-0, and Alabama,
We'll have to play the best
son Tide's overall 28-game
Florida and Mississippi State,
football game we've played all
winning streak and its -string
all 3-1.
year. 1 don't haye.-to tell the
triumphs, as well as
of
26
SEC
kids who or Where we will be
And today's schedule could
in a row over Mississippi
22
Hems a completed Chnstmas Clob
jumble matters even more
playing. We still consider
State. ,
because secodd-ranked
is like naong row own personai
• Alabameas the No.1 team in
However, Bama hasn't lost the country."
Georgia meets No.20 Florida
ireil Santa lurked away tot Me
in
Tuscaloosa's
Bryant Denin Jacksonville while ISU
The Pac;10 Rose Bowl race
holders' You ran reach any
ney
Stadium, site of today's also could turn into quite a
visits sixth-ranked Alabama.
111C11,1111Cr, ()II .11Id ( )It the Record'
desired amount you want
No.19 Mississippi State is idle match, since 1963 - or, 51 mess if Stanford beats
at'Yulettee by depoottnit a
but it doesn't require a course games ago.' And Alabama Southern Cal and 'Arizona,
set son each week Into
in new math to. see that vic- hasn't given up hope of which upset UCLA last week,
tories by Florida and another national crown, not wins at Washington. USC is inVet% Special Guest Star
Alabama would leave all five with Notre Dame next week eligible forthe Rose Bowl-so
and a passible! Sugar Howl" is UCLA - while Arizona.
contenders with one setback.
If the race ends ins two-way date- with -Georgia in tke off- Stanford'and Washington all
THURSDAY,
mien* earnest rim
tie involving teams that faced ing. Notre Dame and Georgia. would have two league setNOV.13-7:30
each other during the season,
account' Imp The Club
the winner would go to the
.S.U. FIELD HOUSE
today and be on Me nth to
Sugar Bowl. If they did not
(Murray, KY)
a carefree thoppfni over nett
meet, the Sugar Bowl
Tickets: $8.50 It $7.50
Ctinstmas
witlicad eomf
representative would be the
(Al Seats Ilesovadl
into debt' It', the best way set
team
that
had
not
been
there
k se• on Sete boot
at the tine, Center., Chucks Mutof
In esure a kr:Of hal•Br.
in the longest period of time.
Centro. World of Sound. Sunset Blvd Music, Sun Audio
(Peducahl. Risley It '
. The first tie-breaker in a
iasedici SPedurehl. Mr J's Men's
Clothing(Mayfield It Benton), b Sound Shop tHopkinevillart
deadlock among three or-morelicensed For
FOR INFORMATION CALL: 502- 7624921
CA
'
teams is the best record in
Commercial & Residential
head-to-head competition.
Mall Orders Fated Promptly by sending r nshier'• chock or
193:s
Savings and
money ord.. to Student Gov't Officer, P 0 BO• 3094, Unm
However, if, one team did not
RNHII
Station, Murray, KY 42071. Enclose self Addressed. stamped
Loon Association
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envelope
INS Memo
'so
Ma
head competition would break
NIL!, is is
one of the ties tnd then the
0014104,44418811.101101416
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How They Fared

Prep Scores

Transactions

Marshall County

To
'-100

e fourth period. •
you re up by 20
guess I can rest,:'
mg, not at all disapver occupying a spot

City, which fell to 6enty of scoring from
-line players. Phil
! Otis Birdsong each
3 points and Scott
added 72.

is 102,Celtics 101
kee won its 12th
15 starts when Bob
!argues Johnson and
ickner combined for
throws in the final-61
The Bucks, who had
ne winning streak
by Detroit earlier in
, blew a 16-point lead
had to rally from a
deficit in the final
claim the victory.
Bridgeman scored 12
points in the final

Bowling
Standings

NHL Standings

Five-Way Scrap For SEC Crown,
Bowls Sends Everyone Scurrying

Sure ComesIn
GHandy at
CHRISTMAS
TIME

nanager at Purs many Pontiac
dance they may
fers him an est • not only with
wants to assure
-7493 or during

Cadillac

nut Ars Our

Cern

STATLER BROTHERS

51/20/0

Brenda Lee

' COPY. AVAIL ABLE

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Security Federal NP.

Call 436-2372
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Your Individual
Horoscope

A healthy person faints
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

lik
1411;
111

•

DEAR DR. It/4MB
I'm stops for a few seconds in
very worried about my some faints It can occur if
husband He is only 33 and I the arteries in your legs dilate
thought he was in good health
and let all the blood flow
He is very active and runs at downhill into your legs when
least three days a week He you stand up, or if too much
went to the doctor for a check blood accumulates in large
up and had some blood tests dilated veins in the legs as can
done A lab technician took happen after bed rest
some blood for the tests Then
There ate lots of causes for
he got up and fainted. Why fainting Your husband probawould a big healthy man faint bly had a reflex action affectlike that" Does that mean he ing his circulation for a few
has heart disease? Could he seconds. In such instances
have epilepsy'
when the person lies down
DEAR READER ---- Anyone there.is increased blood flow
who has such a faint should be to the brain and he recovers
seen by a physician but many
Fainting is common today
of them occur in perfectly because of fad diets. The loss
healthy_ individuals .L _doubt -of normal body water -from
that your husband has heart the tissues also causes a loss
trouble as a cause for his faint of normal blood fluids and
-- or epilepsy either for that allows blood to pool in your
matter
legs when you stand up.
Most common faints occur
Any acute illness, such as
because there is not enough the flu, can cause you to have
blood flow to the Vain_ This a tendency to faint, as The
can occur because the heart is Health Letter number 9-2.
not pumping enough blood
Fainting. Loss of ConsciousSometimes it slows, or even
ness or Syncope. that I am

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
Sew loosely
6 Sag
11 Degrade
12 Esculent
14 Preposition
15 Peruvian
range
17 Grant use of
18 Negative
20 Finch
22 Compass pt
23 Spoken
25 Challenged
27 Printers
measure
28 Revolutionary
30 Three score
and ten
32 Den
34 Dare
35 Irons
38-Pass on
41 Behold,
42 Russian
stockade
44 Function
45 Dawn goddess
47 Neckpiece
49 Nothing
50 On the ocean
52 Walk on
54 - Paso
55 Fastener
57 Sings
59 Horse
60 Cares tor
DOWN
1 Preposition '
2 Part of 'to
be"
3 Ocean

4 Flogs
5 Finished
6 Coveted
7 Road )abbr.)
8 Lubricate
9 Hautboy
10 Mars, e g
11 Giver
13 Foe
16 Time period
19 Shelve
21 At no time
24 Rent
26 Put of/
29 Rosters
31 Kind of hose
33 Responded
35 Entreaties
36 Perches
37 Mast
39 Foreigners
40 Shouts

7.

Answer to Friday's Puzzle
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43 Build
53 Put on
46 Chair
56 French article
48 Journey forth 58 Hypothetical
51 Simian
force
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FOR MONDAY,NOVEMBER 10, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- tial.
row be? To find out what the SC70/tP10
stars say, read the forecast (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
given for your birth Sign.
The unusual in art attracts
ARIES
you now. You may buy
out-of-the something
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) IA
Idealism is your spur to ac- ordinary. Keep aspirations
tion now. Work to make within affordable limits
dreams come true. Cultural though.
matters, travel, and distant SAGITTARIUS
interests are favored.
( Nov. V to Dec. 21) )11rW#
Others are attracted by your
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) b€07 magnetism. Domestic inRomance is intriguing. terests favored. Luck is with
Desires are strong. Be recep- you, but seek that which is
tive to the ideas of close allies passible.
CAPRICORN
on investments and finances.
GEMINI
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Vi
(May 21 toJune 20) IW
You are creative now but inPartners feel inspired. clined to seek privacy in order
Follow their lead for mutual to get something accomplishbenefit. You might be happily ed. Work keeps you happily
-bewitched,- but watch an in- behind closed doors.
clination to fantasy.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June /1 to July 22) 4M:30
People at a party may prove
Be careful of health and diet fascinating, but know how to
in unfamiliar locales. Work distinguish the genuine from
will be inspired now. the false. Talks with business
Capitalize on your intuition, contacts favored.
especially in job interests.
PISCES
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4.12tig
You'll make a favorable imThe unusual and the un- pression on higher-ups now.
familiar attract you now. The personal touch will be a
You're charismatic and will factor in your success. Act on
want to go out for a good time. hunches.
Later, enjoy home comforts.
YOU BORN TODAY are
VIRGO
more inclined to the profes(Aug.23 to Sept. V) nP%. sions than business. Law,
You're inclined to overlook medicine, education, and
faults now. Before you put so- writing are some of the fields
meone on a pedestal, make in which you may find hapsure you're truly interested. piness. Your strongly
Home life is favored.
dramatic nature is an asset in
LIBRA
the theater. You have ex(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) etutive ability and may be atCreative energy is high. tracted to banking, advertisPainters, dancers, musicians ing, and promotional work.
and writers should feel in- Strongly artistic, you can
spired. Act now while lightn- commercialize your creative
ing strikes. Tap your potengifts.

nt-elic•

November Is Epilepsy Month

49
54

57
60

I'M SUPPOSED TO BE
LEONE. THI5 BIRD BACK
TO SNOOPY AND NER FRIEND5,
AND NOW WE'RE LOST...

President Carter has
declared November to be National Epilepsy Month. In
making his proclamation, the
President says that, "It is appropriate that we set aside a
time to celebrate the progress
that has been made in the
treatment and control of
epilepsy, a time to learn more
about epilepsy Prevention and
a time to support the work of
the Epilepsy Foundation of
America and its volunteers."
Epilepsy affects an

estimated two million
American - but modern
treatment has made-a normal
life possible for most of them.
Regular use of antiepileptic
medications has cut seizure
incidence substantially, and
about half of the population
with epilepsy has complete
and reliable control.
Epilepsy is not a disease. It
is a symptom of a disorder of
the brain that may result in a
severe disabling condition.
For many, it is not the

I HOPE SHE DOESN'T
PANIC.. I'LL BET SHE'S
GETTING NERVOUS...

THEN A6AIN, "TAKE ME
MAYBE 51-IE BACK To
ISN'T...

TULSA:
f;

-7(

Phyllis, Foster
Brooks Promote
Highway Safety

11(_
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YOU SHOULD
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HAVE
MOVIE
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ME --- I SAW A GOOD
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WITH
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.
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0,280 UnFled Feature Syncecato. Int

SEE no,
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ANOTHER ONEe HOW
MANY GIRLFRIENDS
DO YOU HAVE, ANYWAY
?

GIRLFRIENGS
ARE LIKE
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ONE'S NOT ENOUGH ...
TWO'S. SETTER...
AND THREE OUT
OF TI-OS WORLD

L.KEO,

ese

WE HAVE 5EARCHED

FAR AND WIDE. NO
TRACE OF LLONi,
'))ll FEAR FOR HIM,
MIGHTY ONE

"
'
SEND THIS

MESSAGE Ofiit
NE TALKING

disorder, but society's reaction to it that creates the
disability.
Epilepsy can carry with it a
host of psychological and
problems
social
misunderstanding and rejection by family and friends, inability to get a job, insecurity,
anger, frustration - that for
most victims are more difficult to handle than the actual
seizure problem itself. Throughout the month of
November, the Western KenMental
tucky, Regional
Health-Mental Retardation
Board Inc., will be joining
with the Epilepsy Association
of Kentucky to help expand,
public awareness and
understanding of this disabling condition.

CPA/4

nitums:"Luovro
OR acw00...

pii4NrOM

Colv-rp,

FRANKFORT, Ky. Phyllis George Brown and
Foster Brooks have both
donated their time to promote
highway safety, according to
stateç5 Department of
TranipIrtation officials.
Both have filmed television
spots emphasizing safe driving techniques that will be
shown nationwide.
Originating in Kentucky,
Mrs. Brown's spot emphasizes
the importance of Using a
child restraint system when
driving in the car with
children. She stresses that
children are not old enough to
make the decision themselves
solt is up to the parents to protect them. Figures show that
of each 100 children killed in
car accidents, 70 could have
been saved with the proper
use of a child restraint
system, Mrs. Brown said.
In his spot, Brooks, who portrays "the lovable lush,"
becomes serious for a few
minutes to explain to drivers
the consequence's of driving
while drinking. He stresses
that driving while drinking is
dangerous because they don't
mix at all."
Both spots should be seen
locally sometime in early
November, said Bennie Maffet, transportation safety
coordinator.
FLATTERING FACE
For the most flattering look,
choose necklines that balance
your face shape and neck.
Women with round faces
should avoid jewel necklines,
small rounded collars and
high choker necklaces. Instead, chdose v-necks and
shirts open to the second or
third button. If your neck SS
short, keep turtlenecks small.
If it's long, pick cowls and
bowed blouses - soft, full
styles are also good for long
faces.

Give your family sad friends•
of pure magic .
world
/Worts token in tlie

•
•

The Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky. will offer
for sale at public auction at 1 p.m. Monday,
November 10, 1980, at 5th S. Walnut Streets
(1) one 1979 Cadillac Diesel, identification
number 6S69N99479026.(1) one 1972 Oldnumber
identification
smobile,
3G87H2R1453341. These cars will be sold as
is where is for cash only. They can be inspected from 12:00-1:00 p.m. on the date
of the sale at the sale location.

II

Lost. Black cat with stub tail.
wearing red collar. in
Gatesborotigh area Call before
5753-1323 or after 5 pm, 7538678.
Lost- 7 month old' full blooded
Beagle to Zatesborough,
Johnny Robertson - Road area.
Reward! Call 753-7249 or 7591707.

6. Help Wanted
Earn $50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details.- Reply -HomemakersS12S", Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194

$10.00 -- Meter poles installation; $10.00 60 amp service installation; $15.00 - 100 amp
service installation; $25.00 ---200 amp service
installation; &35.00 -400 amp service installation; $15.00 - change out existing service; $10.00-. reinspection-any service
Yours Very TO,
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
John Edd Walker, Manager

MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.
WANT AD
,CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
r. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
Slant and Found
6. HO Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. IV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39, Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

4tIlfrittr64
ITS A
A)
FACT
I.
ASpetIolty At

Grandmother type for babysitting and light housekeeping in
my home Must be reliable and
have references. 762-3813.
Mature babysitter for small
baby and 7 year old. 3 days a
week, 9 to 4, in my home. Must
provide own transportation and
do light housework. Phone
753-3862'

ATTENTION!
ICE CREAM
LOVERS!
1890's with 32 flavors will be
open all *int erl Open Monday
through Friday fit 1 0:00 P.M.
Sunday til 9:00 P.M. Also
Polish
have Chicken C
Sausage.

RN'S. Immediate openings in
CCU and ICU, 3 to 11 shift with excellent benefit Program. Contact 'Personnel or Nursing Service office at Community
Hospital, Box 559. Mayfield,
KY 42066, 502-247-5211.

/*************
D'S SHIRTS
*
* 'N THINGS

Sales person needed. part time
in clothing. Send application to
P.O.'13ox 68, Murray

IN AURORA
A -FRAME NEXT
*
70 ICE CREAM PAR1OR
*Two 521.00 gift certificates *
*given to our lucky customers *
*.Sat., Dec. 20th. .teen if *
*you aren't a lucky winner, be *
lucky customer, This is Our
'r "off season- ---- Prices are *
:marked down, not up! to. *
*00°* off everything in store!*
*Custom lettering and inner
* than 175 decals, including 3*
* UK Wildcat glitters. T's, *
* baseball, football, velure., *
* flannels, and western. Come:
*see or call 474-8890. Open *
Weds. throe Sun. 10-3.

•
•

Sales

$60,000+
(First Yr.
Potential)
Manufacturer seeks
Dealers to market
Energy Management
and Security Systems
that can make you a
Millionaire in the 80's.

*************,
This & That Shop. Arts Crafts
and Macrame, If we don't have
'it ask-and we will get it. Open
Wednesday, Thursday. and.
Saturday, 9-5, Pottertown road,
highway 280, look for sign or
call 753-0223

You've Come
A Long
Way Baby!
Congratulations
On 35 Years
Marriage
S
0 of
g Eunice J...!
0

Have you,been looking
for the right.deal? We
have been looking for
the right -person!
Prefer experience in
direct sales or hiring
and training people.
This is the optiortunity
that all sales promotion people dream
about.

1-615-367-2372
UNITED
ENERGY
CONSERVATION
P.O.Box 100940
Nashville, TN
37210

9. Situation WantedLeaf raking. Call 753-9137 or
753-7490

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray, Kentucky, for the Murray Water
System will accept quotations on the following. Five
hundred feet of Class 50 Ductile Iron 10" Pipe Tyton
Joint, and also Cost Iron Flange Fittings. Specifications
are available at the City Clerk's &fire, City Hull,lth
and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids are to be
delivered no later than 4:00 p.m., Wednesday,
November 20, 1980. The City reserves the right to
accept the lowest or best bid or to reject any or all
bids submitted.

If you aren't satisfied with your present
position, (financial working conditions and
advancement) our company offers a career
with opportunity, a career with unlimited income, a career with sound fringe benefits,
and a career with prestige and recognition.

Aio

• STARKS 40
•HARDWARE

a

12th & Poplar
753-1227
(52111116

Y.

Tired of baja? Try Bradley GP-2
or Bradley Classics. Phone 1•
•554-3053.

"Authority in the
Home" 759-4444. Bible
Story 759-4445
iou

Experienced meat wrapper. Apply in person, Owen Food
Market. 1407W Main.

2. Notice

NOTICE

753-8791

Found- Young calico cat wearing flea collar, hospital area
Call 7624516 or 753-0122

Effective December 1, 1980, the following
will become effective:

Effective
immediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW

304 Mall

5. Lost and Found

inspection fees

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.

...
CARTER STUDIO

wow

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation

2. Notice

. S.Situati

2. Notice-

I. Leplifollie

1.-tepl Notice

Fraftes Drake

13

25

32

sending you explains Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with s long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.0 Box
1551, Radio City Station. New
York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB • I
recently visited my doctor
and had a Pap smear which
was negative but it showed
that I have trichomonas. My
husband and I have been put
on medication to clear this up.
My pharmacist told me it
could be caused by a number
of things including sexual
relations or unclean instruments during examinations. Is
this true? My husband bathes
once a week so my question is,
could it be uncleanliness?
DEAR READER - Infections with trichomonas are
relatively common. The
organism belongs to the group
that we call parasites. It's not
a bacteria. In some ways it
more closely resembles an
ameba. It does cause vaginal
infections. It can involve the
bladder and urethra of either
males or females and it can
involve the prostate and rectal area.
It is commonly transmitted
through sexual activity but
since it affects both partners
a frequent problem is that the
woman may be treated and
the man may not. Then the
reinfection process occurs
again. That's why your doctor
has wisely decided to treat
both of you at the same time.
The organism can be found in
a variety of places in the
body, even in the fluid around
the lungs and in the cerebral
spinal fluid.
It's really not so much a
question of cleanliness as
whether or not the infectious
organism is present. It's frequently present in people who
are very conscientious about
their personal hygiene.

CLASSIFIEDADS!

........0014

Went / male kittens.
Coll 753.9964 between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Ask
for Debby.

If you would like to have the opportunity to
discuss a great career in the insurance
business, with an annual income of $ 10,400,
please contact our office, 443-6217.

SUPERVISORY
PERSONNEL WANTED
The Emerson Electric Company located in
Paris, TN is searching for Production Supervisors with experience in sheet metal
fabrication for automatic spray paint
technique. These immediate permanent
vacancies exist as a result of operation expansion. We offer outstanding fringe benefits
and salary commensurate with experience.
Send confidential restemkto or phone:
Andy Racharach, Industrial Relations
Mngr.
Emerson Electric Company
P.O. Box 610
(901)642-1120 Paris, TN 38242
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
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43.Real Estate

43: Real Estate

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

WARNING! Do not look at this ************** 1979 Camaro Burlinetta, bright CARPET CLEANING, tree
bahysitting for 1 child between suite, including night stand feeling of security, largest
property unless you are *Beautiful spacious,* yellow, automatic, lots of ex- estimotes. Atisfied references
1-4 Call 753-0952.
variety,
lowest
priced,
no
linens
$450 753and all
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Al types of old diemalds
474-2395.
bedrooms, 2 baths, and tee
and restful but, is
gers and spokes 753-6.,424.. '- for your Watkins products see
gold jewelry, wedding rings,
Sunday 12-5.
room
The
that
it
is
third
is
Will do leaf raking-and yard engagement rings, dinner rings,
maintenance free and ..* 1975 Datsun B-210,` 4-door. Holman iollts at 217 South
13th Street or call 753-3128
close-in The fourth is owner 14-can be divided into two 'w
cleanup. Call 753-7585 after 5 Oil types of men's rings, antigens 2t.-Ifiscellineous
automatic, air, 35,000 actual
financing is available Test '
pm.
bar pins. broaches, Moat goW
Fire
damaged restoration. Cali
1 sejiarate
Antique furniture for sale, large
living*
* miles, new tires. $2675. Call
your will power and call us at *
watches Waho•e a good milts
442-6677 or 527-1908
mahagOney dresser $200
*quarters. Enjoy the * 436-2165 or 753-0521.
non of pre owned Mwelry and
10. Bus. Opportunity
Century
21
Loretta
753-1492
Cherry stand with curly maple
*coovenience of your *
Heating, Refrigeration, Air Conwill pay top dollars for these
Jobs, Realtors
drawer $185 Small rocker with
Former Diamond Direct items.
*own private boat dock. * For sale 1978 Volare. 24.000 ditioners, appliance repairs
miles, loaded. $4500 or best
cane seat $135. Call 753-1326
Distributor has found a more
*$59,500.
Call
-today
for
:
Bob's Refrigeration Service
ROGERS JEWELERS
.
A lake cottage and all I
after 6 pm.
profitable and reasonable way
an appointment to see * offer. Call 759-1057
Hazel Kentucky 498-8370
10• Deals.wl Sior• el Petit
I
of doing business. For informathe
furniture
for
110* Woolungten St
only
1975
Ford,
4-door,
new
/
3
this
tires.
Murray Ky. 753-7829, Robert
goregoustome. *
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18'.'
Low.* Downtown Pwl.IN
g
tion call 901-642-5765 or -write ▪Norl•wde
$6,000.00
can
excellent
$600.
Call
be
lit
*
your.
condition,
*
or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
(Bobby) Lockhart
(302)042 1S01
D & F Enterprise, 1015 Locust
I
dream
753-2636.
come
true
at
*Two bedroom home
489-2327.
Insillation blown in by Sears
St., Paris, TN 38242, :with central heat and * For satt_1980.Datsun 310 CI, save on these high heatu4and
Fireplace inserts, automatic "If it's anything like the martini, It's bound to Roberts Realty. IraFor
sale:
Sears
refrigerator
with
mediate
possession
*air with walkout base- I 5900 miles, bought new, cooling bills. Call -Sears- 753-Make 20000 selling information ice maker with copper wire two speed blowers, see through
and possible owner
catch on."
by mail. Complete dealership
Iment, located near;perfect condition, 37 mpg, FM 2310 for free estimate
hookup and stove, awned°. glass doors, $499.99. Wallin
I
financing. All in good
including 20 money making 762-3379.
;Kentucky Lake. On * cassette stereo, under warranHardware, Paris,
K & K Stump Removal. DO you
condition. Anna can
reports .with full reproduction
*paved street, large * ty. $5200. Phone 489-2715.
32. Apts. For Rent
41. Public Sale
need stumps removed from
!tell you more. Office
rights. $10.00. For more infor- Home furnishing for sale, bed, Firewood: 18-24" -seasoned,
*wooded
lot,
outside
:
1975, Maverick, 4-door, radio. your yard or 'land cleared of
mation • send self-addressed chest, washer, dryer, stero with mixed hardwoods, $25 per Furnished apartment for -rent. Basement sale, shop for '753-1651,
home 753$15,900.
1
storage,* At, power steering and brakes sturnos'.. .1P.re cap remove
deliverbd. Call 753-8536. $100 per. month Call 753- bargains. inside! Luggage car.. 12477, -stamped envelope to: TW Scar- stand,. Iv table, curtains and
*
Al**•••••* - 13•1•311/ - • *- 753-7245-after3PM.stumps up
below the
rier, chairs, kitchen work, 350 I
brough
Almo, KY lamps Call 753-6063
Firewood for sale. Coll 436- 8049
1973 Monte Carlo, 73,000 ground. leggin only saw-du-ST
42020.
2826.
Neatly furnished one bedroom Honda, various other items
409
iii''
and chips. Call . for. -free.
Saturday November 8th. 1516
rip:
sh.
7
N.7
.:
,14
7
f--r--msn7511-7
:
1:11 17414
47: ii.
---.44 miles, in good shape- Call 759Own your own jean shop. go
Rumbl
t
Jeans
Franklin stove, excellent condi- apartment. Inquire 100 S 13th Oxford. 7 til 5
estimate Bob Kemp 435-434-3
*
Tot, $1.••••••••, Ilisefle•••• -• 1767.
St.
.
direct, no middle man, no $16.00; Velour tops
tion. $50. Call 753-7582.
too-non.
REAL.7- V
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319.
1972 Plymouth Duster. slant 6.
salesman fee. Offering all the $15.00; Nikki blouses
Firewood, cut illy length, most- One bedroom furnished apartLicinsed Electrician and gas in
Sycamore
12th
at
2-door,
new
front
seat.
Asking
South
nationally known brands such
:
$13.00; Ralph Lauren
%array-Calloway ***
ly oak and hickory, $22.50 ment, newly decorated, near
Wuhan,7.53.1651
$900. Call 753-0193 after stallation, heating installation
as.Jordache,.Vanderbilt, Calvin
Stadium.
Call
753-3949.
*
JAMES'
County
Realty
Designer
Denims
:4:30.
delivered. 753-8649, 489and repairs. Call 753-7203.
P. 0. lox 311
Klein, Sledgefield, Levi and
*
2492, or 753-0798:
(502)753-8146 *
$15.00; Men's brushed
Two bedroom duplex with
ANTIQUES
Leather repair, dying„ cleaning.
over 70 other brands. $14.500
*
with
1978
T-Bird
Landau,
black
*
304N.
1211•St
*
Firewood, $20 rick delivered. family room, kitchen apCustom Stripping and
Would you like to look arond *
inclUdid beginning inventory, denim suits $30.00;
mrrrrr, II y 42071 * red interior Loaded Call 489- and alterations Also saddle
pliances,
couples
only.
No
pets.
Men's
top
quality
TrenCall
753-7490
or
753-9137.
,
and harness repair We make
Repairing
40 ish again?...Then see this
and
airfare for 1 to our national
2797 after 6 pm
759-4509.
*******t
leather clothing chaps, vests*
brick home located on quiet
warehouse, training, fictures ch coats $30.00; Ladies
Refinishing. Custom
King automatic wood heater,
1978
Trans
Am
T-A,
4-speed,
dress
slacks
$14.00;
tack
belts purses billfulds
and Grand opening promotions.
Cabinets and Wood- street near MSU. It's just for Most for your money! Lovely 3 WS-6 hanaling package. Dark
brick lined, cast iron grates Two small apartments on Blood
and many other gift items Caii
you, 3 bedrooms (large master bedroom, 2 bath, ranch with
Ladies corduroy slacks
Call Mr Tate at Mademoiselle
and doors, lift off cook surface River Lake. One for $60 per
working. No dipping.
bedroom), den with built in large kitchen/family room, on blue with light blue interior 247-3934
Fashions, 704-289-4547.
$14.00; Ladies Oxford
top, model 8802B, $259.99. month, one for $80.- Call 436Hwy. 641 South
storage unit, 2 baths all 4 acres You have to see the Call after 5 pm, 753-1575.
cloth
shirts
$10.00;
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris,
TN.
2437.
492-8850
11. Instructions
redecorated with paint, many extras this home offers. '1975 Vega, good condition.
We make house calls.
Ladies real suede and
Patio doors for sale, 6 foot Three room newly decorated
wallpaper, panelling. Land- includes prime location for- radial tires, 31 mpg highway • Pictures of your family
Private guitar instruction. All
knit jackets $30.00;
door's
with
screen,
$100,
Call
furnished
apartment.
Call
753scaped lawn with trees and country living. Call S.pann Real- Call 436-2593 evenings.
Beginning, instyles.
• at home.
Children's Garanimals
753-1326 after 6 PM.
1246.
termediate, advanced. Chuck's
Garage sale,- Saturday 9 til 4, shrubs...fenced backyard for ty Associates, 753-7724.
1975 Vega Wagon, excellent • CARTER STUDIO
Holiday Line tops and
p
Don't hesitate. Call
Stereo System for sale: Marantz Two bedroom apartment, rain or shine, 1506 Beckett,rivacy.
Music, 753-3682.
condition, power steering. air.
bottoms - Must See 304016n
753-1291
753-1492...Century 21 Loretta
70 watt receiver, Marantz range, oven, refrigerator, Canterbury Estates,_
.$990. call 489-2595.
•
Angee blouses $12.00.
14.1Vant1ality
labs, Realtors...011, yes. 1TIS
cassette deck,- ilte turntable, dishwasher, disposer, washer
1,972 Volkswagen, metallic Need wer_k on your trees1
All top quality
priced in the $40's.
and (2) Synergistics speakers. and dryer hookup, air, carpet.
Electric Typewriter. Call 753,
air, good condition-. best mg,- pruning. shaping, T-ooP
Components • are built into a No pets. One year lease and
WILLIE'S PLACE
com
4150 between 10 am - 5 pm. . clothes at inexpensive
offer.
759-1384
or
753-7190
stereo cabinet with plenty of $225 deposit required. $225
plete removal and more Call
prices. All prices inANTIQUE L
Used •: motor home. Call
record and cassette storage. per month. Phone 753-2622 or
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
50. Used Trucks .
clude sales tax.
Mayfield, 247-0013 or write
SHOP
GIFT
Mug see to appreciate, $1300. 753-3865.
For sale: 1973 International professional tree care 753.
P.O. Boi 555, Mayfield, KY
Coll 759-1707
Reduced prices on all
Also a 177 Zenith color TV,
PRICE
travel all truck, automatic 8536.
Houses
folltii
42066.,
34.
it
•
item:III
Glassware
and
REDUCED $2000
Kelyinator refrigerator and $50; and a Sears Kenmore
transmission, model 1010. 8. Painting - Paperhanging concrete flower pots1
Want to buy: Used mobile freezer; Philco electric stove; washer, $25. Call 753-1982 Four room house, $100 per
Four bedroom excylinder, air-conditioned, radio, General maintenance FreiBOYD-MAJORS
home, any size. 527-1362.
month, $75 deposit. Call 49210 Miles South of
ecutive
home
located
21" black and white Zenith after 5 pm.
heater, power, clean. Anxious estimates. 759-1987
REAL ESTATE
8360
after
5
pm.
on
280
Murray
off
121
in
excellent
t.v.;all
in
good
rick
condition. Gail Wood for sale, $25-- a
to sell, $550. Cal 753-6500 or Reynolds aluminum pi?...
753 8080
13:1rticles For Sale
Four
bedroorn,
1107
Poplar,
753-7646 before 9.
,delivered and stacked. _Call
oeighborhood. 753-8050:
.
ALUMINLI/It SERVICE CO.
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wajl
''Professiunal Services
4250 per month. Call 421; Yard sale, Friday and Saturday,
489-2436.
Economic central gas
1971 Ford Bronco, 4 wheel, V8, 753-0689
With The Friendly Touch"
pipe, 6'.'x30", $29.99; 8"x30", 17. Vacuum Cleaners
after
6pm.
2869
heat, formal dining
802 Sycamore. Lots of
3-speed. 753-0188 after 5 pm. Roofing, carpentry all, home
$29.99; installation kit, "6", One used Filter Queen vacuum Wood for sale, $25 a rick,
room, 11 closets, den
Nice 2 bedroom, two bath fur- bargains, 8 to 4. In case of rain
REDUCED
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Wallin cleaner, $149.50. One new delivered. Call 436-2744.
1979 Ford Ranger XLT one-ton repairs. Professional work 36
with fireplaee, and
canceled.
TO $55,000-00
Hardware, Paris.
Filter Queen, $399.50. One us- Wood stove and color 25 inch nished house. Private, two
pickup F-350, air-conditioned, . years experience. Call. 753central
electric
airmiles
from
town.
$200
per
43. Real Estate
Lovely 2 BR., 2 Bath,
power steering add brakes. 4706 or 753-9759
Fireplace screen, black with ed Kirby, $129.50. One used TV set. See at Penney first month, plus deposit. 753conditioning
make
this
Brick just completed
cruise control, AM-FM radio, Stop! For all yotir repair need,
brass trim. Like new. 33 inches 'Electrolux, like new, $139.50.. house on right on Forrest Col- 9213.
residence
a
cpmforin quiet subdivision,
-brown and an Must sell due roofing carpentry. plumbing
A newly reinoeliul two
48Y2.-inches wide. $25. Call Martha Hopper, 354-6521. eman road. Call 753-8085.
table and economical
to ill health. $5500. Call 411!f- and electrical work, look no
North of Murray. i_family home. Offered
bedroom home with all new
18. Sewing Machines._ 26. TV-Radio
Phone 753-2796.
,
2271.
FOR RENT
wiring and plumbing new cook
Beautifully decorated
more! Call 753-9226 or 753
in
the
low
$70's.
ImGirls bicycle. Cali 753-7853. - For 'sale: Portable Singer sew- Wanted. Person to take up paystore, refrigerator and gas .
thick carpeting, lux-1967'fora'*licit,-good condr-- 9623: We'ti do your job large or
Small two bedroom
mediate occupancy.
heating stove. New stainless
Leather repair, dying, cleaning, ing machine. Has zig-zag stitch, ment on 4 month old remote
ury throughout, great
cylinder standard shift small *All work done to your
white frame hoes, on
Phone. 753-1222, Kopsteel sink and bath room fixand alterations. Also saddle multhstitch, blind stitch. Also control color t.v. Warranted. 1
room with fireplace. 24
$475. Call 75-3-13952Vte7 330 ;- satisfactroil
tures. Storm doors and win121 South. $135 per
perud Realty for real
and harness repair. We make included is a Singer but- & B Music, 753-7575*.
x 30 workshop with 220
Pm.'
dows. Located in Hotel
Thinking of remodeling youri
service in real estate.
month plus $135
leather clothing, chaps, vests, tonholer attachment. $90. Call 27. Mobile Home Sales
wiring, fluorescent
$23,000.
Three school buses, all good house? We do it all' Hawley
SUMMER AND
deposit. Call 753-5922
tack, _belts, purses, billfolds, 436-2742 after 6 pm.
lighting. Good Garden.
Three bedroom, 2 bath, 1974
tires .and good. mechanically. Bucy, 492-8120. .
WINTER
after 4 p.m.
and many other gift items. Call New Free Arm sewing machine, Mobile home, $4000. Owner
GOOD INVESTMENT
Ford, GMC, Chevrolet. Call 436- Will haul driveway white rock
You'll enjoy this lovely
247-3934.
one used Singer, 15 class, like financing available, Call 753PROPERTY
•
2427. .
L
3 bedroom 4lome on
and Ag lime, also have any type
Nice country home, 4 miles
Pharmacy fixtures. Can be seen new. One Kenmore in cabinet 0187 after 6 pm.
641 S. Appr. 4 miles
REAI I51071
heavily wooded lot in
52. Boats and Motors of brown or white pea gravel
at Revco Drugs, Bel-Air Shopp- like new. Must sell! Call Mar 28. Mob. Home Rents east. Couple. No pets.
PROP/ R I Y MANAGEMENT '
from Murray, 2 frame
work Call
Lake Forest Subdivitha Hopper, 354-6521.
References required. $175.
ing Center or call 753-8304.
14' - Aluminum 40 . horse Also do backhoe
houses, on 5 acres i sion. Ideal for year
• Roger Hudson. 753-4545
r
For rent: Two bedroom trailer 753-7551.
electric
start.
and
19.
Farm
Equipment
Income
Evinrude
property.
'Small
apart
(tendable).
Excellent
Singer sewing machine, new
753-6763
around living and
near Murray, No pets. Call 489- Two bedroom house, 11
Call
759-4845.
ment
building,
trailer.
$500.
fully
rented,
ex/
2
miles
commercial property 2
electric mixer, TV, Po-table, Disc blades and 3 point 2611.
walking
within
on 641 South, $200 and cellent income. For sale by
with ideal building
white enamel cabinet, plate seeders. See them before you
14' Jon boat, swivel seats, 7'7
distance of lake.
ROOFING
owner.
Low
$20's.
Call
753deposit.
753-4699.
site, plus,income from
glass mirror, 30x40. 1615 buy! Vinson Tractor Co., 753- 12,x60 Mobile home for rent.
hp motor, and trailer. $800. Commercial and ResiOwner
will
consider
8742.
Dill's
See Brandon Dill at
'Ryan. .
rental houses. In- .
4892.
".1 financing. Priced in
Call 753-0123 or 436-5433.
Three room farmhouse, furnishdential. Shingle and
Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In ed, 10 miles east of Murvestigate this now at - the $40's. Phone Kop16. Home Furnishings 23. Exterminating
14 foot Polar Kraft jon boat, 18 Built-Up Roofs RehrIIRUUT NAL 1, M(.,
Theatre entrance. $24,900.00.
ray.Call 753-2480 after 5 pm.
Tie 4•1,r. awe 1100 assmit•
hp Evinrude, trolling motor. •nces
perud Realty, 753-1222
all
work
Antique day bed. Best offer.
*MATT !Awe,sod sollses
Two bedroom trailers, com- 37. Livestock-Supplies
Moody trailer, running lights, guaranteed.
for full-time real
Call 753-6232.
753-6581
1
FARMS-HOMES
All BUGS CALL
pletely furnished, good condi753-8080
baSs seats. Call 753-0900.
estate service.
BUSINESSES
or 759-1859.
Commodes, white, A grade,
tion, from $145. Call 753- ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE.
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
Services Offered
53.
Visitors welcome! South on
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
8964.
•
New
listing.
3
PROPERTY
bedroom,
2
full
MU
14
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100.
Custom made cabinets.' music Wet basement' We make wet
Paris.
•4111
Sale
baths, brick veneer home 44. Lots
Two bedroom trailer, 11
/
2 miles Ree-Mar Arabians. 753-6126.
1 listings needed, Offices
centers, book cases. hutches basements dry. work complete1621
Keenland
Drive.
Home
Davenport for sale. In very good
on
641
and
South,
$150
Coast
to
Coast.
Buyers
land
in
Penny
corn
One
acre
Kelley's Termite
ly guarenteed Call or write
Two and a half year old 1 from
features Olympic size pool, munity complete with. well Reasonable. 436-2566.
condition. Call 436-2521. •
deposit. 753-4699.
Everywhere.
Morgan Construction Co .
registered Quarter horse
8, Pest Control
central
heat
and
air,
fireplace.
812-283-6764.
Call
"Free"
Catalog.
Concrete and block
Duncan Phyfe table, 6 chairS,
Three bedroom trailer for rent.
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
Phone 753-3914 , Call Paducah, 443-7366 days, gelding, 16 hands, sorra!,
burglard.dI
M
system.
For
More
REALTY
STROUT
work. Block garages,
buffett and china cabinet. Call
46. Homes For Sale
KY 42001. or call day or night
broke. Call 753-8766.
information call Purdom
hot.11••••n linker
basements, driveways,
753-6897.
442-1258 nights. _
1 Thurman Real Estate, 753- House for sale by owner: 6
1-442-7026
1711C•Idw•Ter Cl
38. Pets-Supplies
1
Awn,
walks, patios, steps.
Two bedroom, outside city
p. 4451, Suzy Wells 753-1585. room, 3 bedrooms, F/P. W A/C
Will do blumbing. heating,
- 753-0186
Free estimates. Charles
,121 South, $90 plus VA Dog Grooming, 12 years 1
•'bn 11
/
2 acres north of Kirksey.
Geneva Jones 753-6557
painting.- rooting.; carlentry
p.
$10.
Call
Goldie
experience,
753-5476.
Barnett.
3,4 acre fenced with 8 stall
deposit. Water furnished.
753-2211 or 759-1270.
I IP
Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579.
I .stock barn. Equity reduced to
Phone 753-5405.• Will
rake leaves. Monday
Fence
Call
sales
at
Sears
now.
$6000 and assume 91
/
2% V.A.
Two bedroom trailer, 12x60, AKC Registered. Boxer pups. Ideal Investment Rental...7
Sears, 753-2310 for free through Thursday.. and Satur-loan. 489-2798.
Call AM9•2089, AM9-3303 rental units located on 58
Furnished,
very
near
Murray.
day. 753:9344
Barkley Field, Paducah, Ky.
estimate for your needs
0'acres in lake area. 6 trailers
clean. No pets! Call 489-2118. anytime.
House, 2 bedroom, partially
older
income-of
and
home
have
Announces It's
furnished,
excellent
location
Two bedroom trailer, electric Basic and Advanced dog obe- approximately $490 per monCall '753-5737 for appoint.
"Blue Sky Special"
and wood heat, $90 Iler month. dience classes. Breed handling, th.- 10 acres tendable...Priced
BARBER SHOP
ment.
tracking, and protection. All
4
Miles
out.
753-8061.
in
the
$60's.
Calt
753-1492
at
Now Until Thanksgiving!
ASSUME
LOW
breeds and ages. Professional
225 L. P. Miller St.
Three bedroom, 2 bath brick
Century 21 Loretta Jobs,
Trailer located in Lynn Grove, instructor. 436-2858.
INTEREST LOAN
Across From Community Center
Ohio Volley Aviation is offering flight instruction in the
home on 11
/
2 acre lot. Outside
Realtors for more information.
couples or singles, no pets. $85
Large
older
home
at
areas of private, commercial, instrument, multibuilding, heat pump and wood
For sale: AKC registered Boston
Open Hours
per month. 435-4526.
corner of 10th and ,stove, recently decorated with
Terrier puppy. Call 753-7438.
engine and airline transport pilot at a 10% reduction.
Rental
Poplar Streets. Ex30.
Business
Mon.
8.
Tues. 7:30-12:30
Pardon.
L
Thurman
b,
many
condiextras,
excellent
Murray State students, faculty and staff bring your
Male red Doberman Pinscher,
cellent location close
tion. 489-2438.
Insorance IL
iS
N
M.S.U. ID for an additional 50.reduction.
Closed
Wednesday 9
months
old,
good
personality.
0
MIal
to city schools, public
0
Reel Estee*
0
Two bedroom house with 2 renFor information call Ohio Valley Aviation at (502)
Has all shots and papers. $150.
Sat, 8:30-1 2:30
Fri.
&
Thurs.,
library,
and
hospital.
I
Warehouse
ll Smiths's!' Court Sq.
tal apartments for income:- in
443-0049.
443-7366 or stop by and see them at Barkley Field,
A good investment for
Storage Space
N
Murray, Kentucky
city.
$26.000.
Write
Box
71'2.
Paducah, Ky.
753-3685
Minature
Schnauzers,
'only $34,900. Phone
753-4451
Murray, KY 42071.
Fer Root
registered, 2 mate, 1 female.
) Koppertid Realty 753711-47511
Call 753-8046 or • 436-2630
1222 for full-time Real 47. Motorcycles
after 5 pm.
MANAGER
Estate Service.
1978 Yamaha 650 SPecial, exWOODED
WTI!
That's
only
31. Want To Rent
Planning to give your bathroom a
Sales Marketing Administrator
IT'S A HONEY
cellent condition, $1500. 153Six month old male AKC
one of the nke things ebovt
Want to rent or lease 100-400 registered Chesapeake
FOR THE MONEY
2307. •
Reports directly to the Vice President, marketing
face-lift?
this lovely home located at
acre corn or bean ground. 642- Retriever. Call 759-4663.
Large 4 bedroom, 1
sales and includes responsibilities for the development
1517 Johnson It includes 3 '49. Used Cars
You may have the enthusiasm...but
0207, Hatman & Hatman Farm,
bedrisenis. living room and
bath, well maintained
and administration of marketing programs and
Two cats, one .kitten. 7531973 Buick Regal, sport
Buchanan,
formal dining room, and bath
Tennessee.
older
home
have the know how. Trust us to do
with
lots
of
we
budgets.
3293.
wheels. $995. Call 753-9710.'
Also has fenced beck yard and
character.. Must be
32. Apts. For Rent
Other duties include sales forecasting, customer
any
job to your liking.
lovely patio. Lots of other es1980 Cutlass Supreme. white
seen inside to apcommunications and sales administration. This is on
ha's have been added to the
Apartments for rent, near
with
Wine
interior.
8700
miles.
Economical
preciate.
home
to
nook,
it
more enopportunity for those who thrive working in a smaller
downtown. Call 753-4109.
.
Come in And See Us Today.
central gas heat, gas $7200. 759-1854.
joyable. Jost cot we'll pia
company where results are more important than
WANTED:
For rent: 2 bedroom duplex,
mie op.
grill on joatio, screened
1980 Chevette, 7M radio,
methods. The ideal candidate is a self starter, able to
central heat and air, outlet for
A.K.C. Registered Male
front porch, electric
JOHN SMITH
automatic transmission, reclinassume increasing responsibilities and requires
washer and dryer. Couple
Afaghan Hound For
garage door opener,
ing seats. 9500 miles, still
minimal supervision. A degree in marketing is a plus.
preferred. No pets. Call XI
Breeding Purposes.
within
and located
under .warraffty $4550 Call
Send resume to:
9741
walking distance of
Call Keith at 753759-1915.
.
MARKETING DEPT.
For rent furnished upstairs
downtown..Offered. at
1919 8:00.5:00 ox
19,77 .Chetiette--Scooter. -New
DIORITE CORP-Bowling Progucts Division
apartment.* bairoom:
$37,900. Phone the Ac759-1207 after 5:00.
tires. Eicellent condition. 753P.O. Box 746
room combination, large kittion. Number; 753-1222, 8874
753-741 1
• •
Nopkinsville, Ky. 42240
chttogd bath. $125 plus
'Quality That Will Please
Kopperud •Rotalty, in
1972 Dodge Custom, V8, 318.
'ii
iris only Call 753An towel Opportunity Employer Alit
753-5719
Murray..
6125.q,1
4-door. Call 753-6550.
5041 Wafter 5. 753-4707.
tAmittmtaN•P
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JerreII White
To Speak At
Memorial Baptist

...-:

;Die Rev. Dr. JerreII White,
pastor of the Memorial Baptist Church, will speak on
"Dangers In Running From
God" with scripture from
Jonah 1 at the 10:50 a.m. servici and "How Hurts Can
Help" with scripture from
James 1:1-18 at the 7 p.m. services on Sunday, Nov. 9, at the
church.
The children's sermon at the
morning hour will be on "The
Fish That Caught A Man."
M4ton(;resham, minister of
music, will direct the music
with Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Michael Wilkins
as pianist. Special music will
be 4 the Sanctuary Choir at
the morning hour, and by the
College Ensemble and Fred
and Linda Stalls at the evening hour.
Claude Miller will serve as
deacon of the week. Volunteer
nursery workers will be I.yda
Miller, Sandra Rogers, and
Susan Rogers. Persons desiring van transportation may
call Fred Stalls at 753-3763 or
753-5750.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m. and Church Training will
be at 6 p.m. on Sunday.

University Church
To Hear Logue
"Jesus Is Lord" with scripture from Philippians 2:1-11
will be the 10:30 a.m. topic,
and "Twisting Scriptures"
with scripture from II Peter
3:14-18 will be the 6 p.m. topic
for Bruce Logue at the services on Sunday, Nov. 9, at the
University Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, W. H. Brooks,
Williams, Gary
Wayne
Taylor, Bobby Martin, Tim
Feltner, Kyle Wall, Todd
Lawson, Chad Lewis, Jimmy
West, Roger Dunn, Barry
Grogan, J. H. Nix, and John
Nanny. •
Nursery supervisors will be
Evelyn Wallis, Allene Evans,
Deanie Chrisman, Greta
Gargus, Carolyn Colson, and
Mary Sue Dunn.
Bible study will be at 9:30
a.m.Sunday.

McQueen's Chances Were 'Poor' /
t

RECOVERED STOLEN ITEMS - This rental truck and pickup truck full of 66
stolen items was recovered Thursday by the Calloway County sheriff's
department, the Marshall County sheriff's department and the Kentucky
State Police. The goods, estimated to be worth several thousand dollars,
was stolen during several burglaries from residences in Calloway County,
Ronald Greer, 31, Route 1, Benton, has been chargeti with three counts of
second degree burglary and is lodged in the Marshall County Jail and
awaiting transfer to the Calloway County fail. The items included a washer,
refrigerator, hot water heater, couch, chairs, motors and well pumps.

Many Nursing Homes In
Violation Of State Laws
OWENSBORO, Ky. AP) Several nursing homes in Kentucky should have their
licenses revoked, but the state
doesn't have the manpower to
do it, according to a state
representative.
Although she noted that
there are excellent nursing
homes in the state, Rep. Gerta
Bendl, 13:Jefferson, .added,
"There are many marginal
facilities that are in constant
violation (of. state laws) and
several more that need to be
closed."
Mrs. Bendl chaired a
threemember legislative subcommittee hearing on longterm health care Friday afternoon in Owensboro City Ball,
which was attended by some
25 persons.
The subcommittee is part of
the Interim Joint Committee
on Health and Welfare and has
held three public hearings
across the state.

Mrs. Bendl said that
marginal homes can still
operate in violation because
the state does not have enough
people to monitor the nursing
home industry.
-It's impossible to be on top
of 800 to 900 homes," Mrs.
Bend'said.
subcommittee, Mrs.
Bendl said, wants public comment• on the problems and the
needs of the nursing home industry in Kentucky so it can
present legislative remedies
to the next General Assembly.
Subcommittee members
also hope that the people who
attend the hearings will
become informed - enough to
become advocates and lobbyists for legislation when the
time comes, Mrs. Bendl said.
At the start of Friday's
hearing, Mrs. Bendl said the
subcommittee would like to
see an "omnibus-type" bill to
reform how the state
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regulates nursing homes.
"The pucpose of the bill,"
she said, "is not to create
more entanglement but (to Insure) the patients' rights to
dignity and quality of care."

Services Scheduled
Sunday At First
Baptist Church

The First Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, speak on
'The Advantage of Jesus'
Absence" with scripture from
John 16:7-15 at the 10:45 a.m.
service and on "A New Commandment" with scripture
from John 13:34-35, 15:9-17 at
the 7 p.m. Services on Sunday,
Nov.9.
Mrs. Kay Bates will sing a
solo and the Church Choir,
directed by Wayne Halley
with Joan Bowker as organist
and Allene Knight as pianist
will present special music at
the morning hour.
At the evening hour Karen
Atkins will sing a solo along
...with a special number by the
Church Choir.
The Rev. G. T. Moody,
associate pastor, will assist in
the services.
•
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Chuch Training will
be at6 p.m.

HOLLYWOOD I AP) Despite hopes that a highly
unusual treatment was helping fight Steve McQueen's
cancer, the surgeon who
operated on him a day before
his death found the actor's
body ravaged by spreading
tumors.
"The 'possibility of his surviving the operation was extremely poor," said Dr. Cesar
Santos."He had cancer all the
way to his diaphragm, and
cancer from the right lung
was pushing into the left
lung."
McQueen, 50, known for his
film portrayals- of maverick
tough guys, died of a massive
heart attack early Friday at a
clinic in Juarez, Mexico,
where he had undergone
surgery Thursday for removal
of a fivepound tumor from his
abdomen and a smaller
growth from his neck, according to his publicist, Warren
Cowan.
Santos said the surgery was
an effort to reduce McQueen's
"extreme pain."
No funeral was planned for
McQueen, in accordance with
the actor's wishes, Cowan
said. His body was flown back
to California on Friday, and
Cowan said it would be
cremated.
As word of his death spread

Sermon Topic
Selected For Sunday
"I.ove Stories" with scripture from Genesis 29:1-20 will
be the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., minister, at the
8:45 end 10:50 a.m. services on
Sunday. Nov. 9, at the First
United Methodist Church.
Dan McDaniel will sing a
solo, "Beautiftil Saviour," at
the early service. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem,
"Psalms 150," at the later service.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m., UMY Fellowship and
Covenant Prayer Groups at
5:30 p.m., and evening worship at 7 p.m. on Sunday.

1?

through Hollywood, friends
and fellow actors talked sorrowfully about McQueen, who
starred in such action films
such as "Papillon," "The
Thomas Crown Affair,"
"Bullitt" and "The Towering
Inferno."
"I think that Steve was a
man who didn't realize how
many people appreciated him
and liked him personally,"
said Richard Crenna, who costarred with McQueen in "The
Sand Pebbles," for which McQueen was nominated for an
Academy Award as best actor. ''Steve was a real lonec"
"I knew him as a friend,"
said actor Glenn Ford. "It's
another great loss, another
legend gone. I feel a great
sadness, especially because of
the passing of a man as vital
as he was."
McQueen had been undergoing therapy at Plaza Santa
Maria Hospital in Baja
California, Mexico, since

Dr. Roos To
Speak At Church
'fhe Rev. Dr. David Roos,
pastor, will speak on "Music,
Universal Language!" at the
services and dedication of the
new organ at the First Christian Church on Sunday, Nov.9,
at 10:45 a.m.
Oberhausen
Jenny
of
Evansville, Ind., Dr. Woodfin
Hutson, and John 0. Pasco,
Sr., will assist in the services,
along with Margaret Boone,
choir director, and Maxine
Clark, organist.
Also assisting will be Kent
Forrester, Gene Landolt, Dr.
A. H. Titsworth, Fred Wells,
Dana Bullock, Billie Burton,
Marie Forrester, Jack Gibbs,
Leah Hart, George Landolt,
Stephanie Lucas, Dr. and Mrs.
Dave Eldredge, and Mrs.
Fred Wells.
Flowers will be in memory
of R. D. Bailey by Mr. and
Mrs. Walt Apperson and
daughters, and in memory of
Mrs. Frances Johnson by Mrs.
Ann Taylor and family.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.

August. The regimen included
use of the controversial drug
Laetrile, the injection of
animal cells and a plethora of
vitamins. The treatment,
developed by a one-time
Texas dentist, has been denounced as worthless by the
American Cancer Society.
Though McQueen's form of
cancer - mesotheliorna or
cancer of the lung and abdominal linings - is considered by doctors to be incurable, the actor was said to
be improving under the
therapy. He recently returned
to his ranch in California's
Ventura County for a brief
vacation, and his doctors and
even McQueen seemed to
think he might recover.
"He was very optimistic,"
said Cowan, referring to a
meeting he had had with McQueen three weeks ago. "He
was very up. He was talking
about his plans for
Christmas."
McQueen, whose rugged
good looks helped make him
popular at the box office, had
appeared in some two dozen
films since 1958 and commanded one of Hollywood's
highest salaries.
He fought hard to maintain

his privacy in the face of
gossip about his marriages.
McQueen was divorced from
his first stile, Neile Adams, in
1972 and married actress Ali
McGraw in 1973. Their
romance and marriage, which
ended in divorce two years
ago, was one of the most
highly publicized Hollywood
love affairs of the 1970s.
In March, he married ace:
tress Barbara Minty, who wa
at the hospital in Juarez, along
with McQueen's two childrcu
by his first marriage, when he •
died.

Rev. Mattingly
To Be In Charge
Of Sunday Mases
The Rev. Martin Mattiegly
will be in charge of the masses
at 6:30 p.m. today and at 8 and
11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 9, at St. I.eo's
Catholic Church.
CCD Classes will be at
a.m.Sunday.
Weekday masses will be at
6:15 a.m. on _Monday, 4:30
p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday, 10 a.m. on Thursday, and
2 p.m. on Friday.

'79 Choy. Camaro-Sport Coupe
It. Blue-Blue cloth bucket, auto rear defogger, clock
AM radio, western wheels, p.s., p.b., air, 6 cyl. Ap
pros. 52,000 mi.

$5377.00
Ws Finance

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
733.2617
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641 Sinotio

Drop In for coffee and
take a Peek at the
New Christmas

John Dale To
Speak At Seventh,
Poplar Street Church

WINTER'S
COMING...
HEAT READY?
Now, before the really cold weather
arrives is the time to get your central
heating system in top working order.
Have a serviceman check everything.
Motors and fans should be clean and spin
smoothly. Belts should be tight and
unfrayed. All filters should be fresh and
clean. Check the ductwork for air leaks. And
use a thermometer to doublecheck the
thermostat.
Get your heating system ready now . . .
before you need it.

311
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Marrey-Maybeld

John Dale will speak on
"The Image of the Church"
with scripture from Matthew
5:14-16 at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m, services, and on "The
Uplifted Christ" with scripture from John 12:21-33 at the
6 p.m. service on Sunday, Nov.
9, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls,
Furr, Thomas
Lonnie
Schroader, William Gargus,
Tim Stephens, Webb Caldwell,
Huie Suiter, Larry Cooper,
Lenith Rogers, Wayne Wilson,
Phil Cannon, Howell' Clark,
Forest•Boyd, and Mike Lyons.
Kathy Butterworth 'will be
the teen nursery helper and
Eddie Rogers will be the.
special class helper. Serving
on the extension department
will be Bernie Wilferd and Don
Wright.
Bible study will be at 9:45
'- a.m.Sunday.

Grace Baptist
Church To Hear
R.J. Burpoe
The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street, Murray, will hear the pastor, the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Nov. 9.
Directing the Music will be
Leland Peeler with Dwane
Jones as organist and Terry
Downey as pianist. The
Church Choir and the Youth
Group will present special
music. .
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Vit141- iftynard,
Frances Wyatt, and Roberta
Hall. For bus information call
Don Hale at 753-3063.
Sunday School will be at 9-.45
a.m.Sunday.
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